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W HO LE NUM BER, 1759

In the present campaign of “ good
From Scientific American.
my faculties became immediately par
roads”
education, more attention
OUR
MACADAMIZED
ROAD
alysed with horror. I was unable to
FIASCO.
should be paid to the vital :function
Will Man Simply Shrink Off the Face
utter a sound.
SHAVING PARLOR,
Practising Physician,
After, a moment or two I became
of the Earth 7
The magnificent macadamized of road maintenance. Our present
OO U .EO EV IL.LE, PA.
iSware th at a man eating lion was sniff
A French statistician who has been roads of Europe are the admiration practice of building a first-class
.irvtT.EOF.VILLE. Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
g y S e co n d D oor A b ove R a ilr o a d . ing his way along the edges of the Btudying the mUltary and other rec of all Americans who have had an road andljtben letting it go to ruin
bed, perhaps a little puzzled a t the ords with a view of determining the
Finest grades of CIO A ES and TOBACCO mosquito curtains. I then felt I must height of men at different periods has opportunity to make use of them. as fast as wind, weather, and traffic
jyg- Y . W E B E R , M . I K ,
always on hand.
Scientifically constructed and most can wreck it, is the height of folly
do something, and Instinctively, yet reached some wonderful results.
noiselessly, I huddled all the pillows
’He has not only solved some per- diligently repaired and maintained, and extravagance.
J J E S B Y BO W ER ,
Practising Physician,
and bedclothes over my head. No plexlng problems In regard to the past they provide to-day, as they have
sooner had I done, this than the lion, of the human race, but is also enabled
provided in many cases for cen
EVANSBUKG, Pa. Offloe H ear* : U ntil 9
OONFUSION OF LANGUAGES
with a horrible pur, grabbed me by to calculate Its future and to deter
Veterinary Surgeon,
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Pbonfc No. 17. .
IN INDIA.
the right shoulder and dragged me out mine the exact period when man will turies, a smooth, hard, and wellCO L L EG EV IL L E, P A .
drained surface, which never varies
on to the floor and immediately began disappear from the earth.
Consul General Willinm H. Mich
A. H R U SE N , M. IK,
The recorded facts extend over near in its excellence from season to sea
to suck the blood which streamed
Bell ’Phone 23 x.
i
ael, of Calcutta, reports that India
down my neck and chest, and every ly three centuries.
son, or from year to year.
4 0 9 Cherry Street,
has about 150 different languages,
It Is found that In 1610 the average
time I moved he bit me more savagely.
K . E A R L A. N ELSO N ,
Here in the United States the art most of them unwritten, and it not
NOBBISTOW N, PA.
As I raised my knees to get into a height of man In Europe was 1.75 me
norms
TMLHPHOiins,
Bell 801-1
crouching, protective position he gave ters, or, say, five feet nine Inches. In of macadamized roadbuilding, at infrequently happens that Indians
Bonus, g» to
TO S
»
Keystone
16#
Osteopathic Physician.
me a little pat with his paw which 1790 it was five feet six Inches. In least on a scale of any magnitude, is drift into.Calcutta who can find no
7 to *
Sundays, 1 to 9 only.
O n i o t : No. 34# F IR S T AVENufe, PIKE- nearly broke my leg and Inflicted a 1820 It was five feet five Inches and a
N IX Y IL L E , PA . B e ll’Phone, 82L. Office
of comparatively recent date. Such one able to understand their verna
dreadful wound. Then suddenly the fraction. At the present time It Is
Honrs—8.30 a. m. to 12 m.; 2.30 to 5 p. m
t \ R . 8 . D . C O RNISH ,
G raduate and Post-Graduate of Still College monster dropped me out of his mouth,' five feet three and three-quarter Inches. roads as we have constructed have cular. Not a little trouble is caused
of Osteopathy, Des Moines, Iowa.
placed one massive paw on my chest, I t Is easy to deduce from these figures been built, as a rule, under expe by such visitors. The Courts, too,
Nervous diseases a specialty. Examinations
U
DENTIST,
and then, throwing back his noble a rate of regular and gradual decline rienced engineers and according to frequently have trouble with liti
8- 20.
free. Send for booklet.
O O LLEGEV ILLB, PA.
head, he gave four terrible roars of- In human stature and then apply this, those principles which have been so
gants and witnesses who talk a lan
working backward and forward, to the
nrst-olass Workmanship G u aranteed; Gas
triumph and defiance.
J
O
H
N
J
.
R
A
D
C
L
I
F
F
,
thoroughly tested in Europe. Gen guage that neither the Court nor
administered.
Prioes Reasonable.
past
and
to
the
future.
By
this
calcu
My
chum
walked
round
the
hut
and
K e y s t o n e ’P b o n e No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 17Y.
then saw with horror the hole made lation it Is determined th at the stature erally, our new roads, on their com the Court interpreters understand.
Painter and Paper Hanger by the lion, who had tom out the mat of the first men attained the surpris pletion, are of excellent quality.
R . F R A N K B R A H 0H B T H ,
M AIN STREET (near borough line) COL- walls and crawled under my bed. ing average of sixteen feet nine inches. The work is so well done that there
STRANGE ABODE OF BATS.
D
L E G KY ILLE, PA. Oontraets taken and good Then It dawned upon him what had
Truly, there were giants on the earth
is no reason why, with proper main
work and material guaranteed. Full Roe wall
(Successor to Ur. Okas, Ryckmaa.)
In
those
days.
The
race
had
already
The recent cutting down of a
happened, so he ran round to the other
paper and paint for sale.
deteriorated In the days of Og, and tenance, they should not show the clump of bamboos in the Royal
side and kicked the door down.
DENTIST,
Goliath was a quite degenerate off same wearing qualities as similar
*11 this time the only thing I seemed
Botanical Gardens, in Singapore,
BOYERS FORD, PA. Praetleal Dentistry a t jQ A N IE L H . ANDERS,
to take Interest In was the loud sip spring of the giants. Coming down to roads abroad.
honest prlees.
shows
that the hollows in the stems
later
time,
we
find
that
at
the
begin
ping suek, suck, made by the lion as
As a matter of fact, in the major of these plants may afford a dwell
Real Estate Bought, Sold
he drew my blood jnto his reeking ning of onr era the average height of
jaws. I remembered, with a pang of man was nine feet, and In the time of ity of cases, our roads, after a ing place for bats. On the splitting
AVNE K. LONGSTRBTH,
and Exchanged.
regret, that I had not lived a model Charlemagne It was eight feet eight single season’s wear, begin to show of a joint three bats flew out, and it
M
life
recently, and I began to pray as I inches. But the most astonishing re serious signs of going to pieces,
Attorney-at- Law,
had Dever prayed before. As I prayed sult of this scientific study comes from and frequently, after two or three was perceived that others were
And Notary Public. ::: No. 713 Croeer Build*
I thought how curious it was that 1 the application of the same inexorable season’s wear, have lapsed into a within. Care was taken to prevent
lng, 1430 Chestnut St., Fhlla., Pa.
further escape, and later examin
did not feel the slightest sense of law of diminution to the future. The
INSU R A N C E E F F E C T E D .
pain with a man eating Hon chewing calculation shows th at by the year i condition that is little better than ation of the joint revealed the pres
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6#S8.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
4000 A. D. the stature of the average tha't of a common country dirt road.
ence of 33 bats in the hollow. Pour
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467, my flesh and drinking my blood.
I had been lying on my back, with man will be reduced to fifteen Inches.
If,the top dressing has not disap of these were adult females and 19
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
At
th
at
epoch
there
will
be
only
11H
1my neck and head resting against the
JJA R V E V L SH O M O ,
peared entirely, it will be found in youDg ones. Other bamboo joints
side of the hut, when my friend pntians on the earth. And the con
the
shape of a deep layer of dust were also found to contain a num
.smashed the door. As he did so the clusion of the learned statistician Is
Attorney-at- Law,
jllon drove his terrible fangs into my Irresistible that ‘‘the end of the world and fine stone at each side of the ber of bats. The species is known
831 S W E D E S T R SET, N O B B IS T O W N , PA,
will certainly arrive, for the inhabit
will find It to their advantage to in right groin and leaped out of the hut ants will have become so small th at roadway; the stripped surface will as vesperugo packhypus.
R E S ID E N C E —B O Y K B 8F O B D .
spect my stock of COOK STOVES, Into the darkness. As he ran with me
be worn more or less deeply into
Both ’Phones,
RANGES, and PARLOR HEATERS. he seemed to be twisting and jerking they wfll finally disappear”—‘‘finish by
I handle none but the best and study to me round sideways, as though striving disappearing,” as the French Idiom ex ruts, or hammered into hollows;
MOTOR CARS IN VERONA.
please my patrons. Every stove, range to get me on his back.
presses It—“from the terrestrial globe.” and not infrequently the underlying
n E K B E R T U. MOORE,
and heater is guaranteed and must give
The
British Consular report on
—Txmdnn
Tit-Bits.
>
______
courses of large broken stone and
The Hon ran across the clearing
entire satisfaction.
the
trade
of Venice for 1907, just
with
me
for
about
thirty
yards
and
rock will be clearly discernible.
COAL AS FU EL
SPECIAL ATTENTION given to tin
Attorney-at- Law,
roofing, spouting, and ail kinds of repair |put me down under a big boabab tree.
Why do American macadam roads issued, states that at the time of
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. B U IL D IN G , ing in tinsmith work. Milk cans sold and 5 lay on my back with the Hon on top It Was In Use as Far Back aa the
go to pieces so swiftly, while those writing a project had been formed
repaired.
of me, occasionally gazing with his.
806 Swede S t., Norristown, Fa
Time of King Solomon.
in Europe maintain their fine sur by a Yerona committee to start a
Y o u r patronage will he appreciated.
great luminous, greenish yellow eyes,,
Bell and KeyBtone ’Phones.
6-1A
The first mention of coal in the an
which filled me with unutterable loath nals of mankind occurs in the Bible, face indefinitely? The answer is to motor-car service, for passengers
F. C. P O L E Y ,
ing, bo expressionless and cold were Proverbs xxvi, 21, as foHows: "As be found in the fact that in Europe and goods, to connect all the princi
J O S E P H S. UR A TE,
LIM ERICK SQUARE, PA.
they, yet so diabolical In their ruth coals are to burning coals and wood to
they have a careful system of road pal centres in the Province of Ver
less cruelty.
fire,
so
Is
a
contentious
man
to
kindle
ona with one another and with the
Attorney-at- Law,
The lion seemed perfectly content strife.” This was written about 1016 maintenance, and in United States
with his prey. I felt his long, rough B. C„ at the time King Solomon came we have none or practically none. principal rail and train lines. The
1008 COMMONWEALTH . B U ILD IN G , 13th
tongue scraping up my thighs and ab Into power. P art of his dominion was European road builders and super committee proposes starting at first
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
domen, and as It crept higher and Syria, and ancient coal mines are visors, or whatever they may be 18 lines, with cars to carry from 12
Philadelphia.
higher I felt Uttle gusts of his hor worked in that country today. There
Telephones.
to 24 persons, and wagons of the
rible breath. I half turned my head are several other references to coal In called, clearly understand that
away, but stiU the long, greedy tongue the Bible, all of a later date. Tools there is no eDgineesing work that capacity of about 500. kilos. All the
L . EVANS,
S P E C T A C L E S & EYEGLASSES worked Its way toward my throat. I and cinders have been found near the depends more absolutely for its mountain lines have for the present
could distinctly feel each bite, because, Roman wall, Indicating that the Brit integrity and permanence upon been excluded as being too expen
Attorney-at- Law,
The only n ear-an d -far glasses although it did not cause the slightest ons
were familiar with the use of coal careful attention and upkeep than sive. The total length would be
SB SW EDE STREET, NO RRISTOW N, PA. that can be universally worn pain, yet as the fearful fangs were
prior to the Roman invasion In 54 B. C. does a macadamized highway. 640 kilometres.
A t residence, Llm eriek, every evening.
without discomfort, and without driven into a fresh place I was con
The first actual record of a coal
Bell ’Phone #3. Keystone ’Phone, 37.
that suggestively “ old ” appear scious of a strange numbness In that transaction Is the receipt for twelve They understand, moreover, that
PECULIAR TELEPHONE LINE.
ance. Bifocals th a t look and particular part.
cart loads of coal written by the good there is no work of the kind in
During all this time the negroes kept abbot of Peterborough, A. D. 852.
wear like plain glasses, but give
IHOMAS H A L L M A N ,
which
the
old
adage,
“
a
stitch
in
A telephone line neither over
screaming, “Nkanga, nkanga!” My
Years before the Christian era coal
you perfect double service.
friend kept running round the clearing was In common use In China. Anthra time saves nine,” is more true than head nor underground might form
Attorney-at- Law,
In utter bewUderment. The appalling cite coal is powdered, mixed with wet in this; and, consequently, tneir the subject of a conundrum, yet the
EVERYTHING OPTICAL.
blackness of the night added horror clay and rolled Into balls. These are system of road maintenance invol ves line to Regina on Mount Rosa—the
SB SW EDE STREET, NOBBISTOW N, PA.
to the thing which no pen could de dried in the snn, and the poor nse this a constant and careful inspection,
Will he a t his branch ofllce In Odd Fellows’
highest telephone line in Europe,
Building, C ollbobvillb, P a., every evening
scribe.
fuel In little hand furnaces precisely and the immediate repair of any being at an altitude of 14,598 feet—
from 7 to 10; S aturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
At
last
two
negroes
were
Induced
to
1-36.
as they did centuries ago. Marco Polo
aio DeK ALB S T R E E T ,
make a couple of torches of dry grass, speaks of seeing in 1275 “a kind of spot in the road, however small, answers to this description. “ It
[and by the lurid and uncertain light of black stone In Cathay that is used to that shows incipient signs of break was found impossible to run it on
STRO UD W E B E R ,
N O R R IS T O W 3S T .
these the Hon was seen standing over burn better than wood.” Marco Polo’s ing down. Hence the work of poles, owing to high winds and bad
my prostrate body. He was an enor countrymen refused to believe the
keeping up the European roads is storms, which prevail at these alti1
Attorney-at- Law,
mous brute, over ten feet In length,
being done all the time, in many tudes. It was also thought to be im
nnd with a luxuriant, tawny mane traveler’s tale.
No. 8 EAST A IR Y ST., NORRISTOW N.
The earliest historic mention of eoal
[that Imparted to him a most majestic
places, and by a large army of in practicable to lay an insulated cable*
Can be consulted every evening s t his reel*
In
the
United
States
is
by
the
French
a p p e a r a n c e . My friend told me afterdenee in Evansbnrg. B o th ’phones.
l i ’26
Jesuit missionary father Hennepin, dividual laborers. The solitary as it would gradually sink into the
ward that as he approached with his
gun I was moaning and crooning who in his journal in 1679 speaks of road repairer, with his wheelbar ice, and would make repairs imposs
of coal appearing on the banks row, pick and shovel, and little pile ible. The final solution of the
S. G. F IN K B IN E R ,
Awful Experience of a Railroad softly to myself. For some time he traces
IT .
was afraid to shoot lest he should kill of the Illinois river and makes the site of broken stone and top dressing is problem was to lay a bare wire
of a “cole mine” on the James river,
Man in Africa.
me Instead of the Hon. He screamed
Real Estate and Insurance,
a familiar sight. It is his duty to across the glaciers and depend
jout, ‘Keep cool, Jack, and I will see near Richmond, the first mine opened
for
the
market.
In
1766
anthracite
inspect daily his own section. On upon the insulating qualities of the
LOANS and IN V E S T M E N T S , NOTABY
I can do for you!"'
was discovered in the Wyoming valley detecting a low spot where water snow and ice.
IN THE JAWS OF A MAN EATER. (what
i
As
he
crept
nearer
the
Hon
took
Ids
PU BLIC. R O Y E R S rO R D , P A
gangs out of my groin and faced about, and a sample of the coal sent to Thom might colleot (the genesis of the
as and William Penn In London.—Car
Dragged From Hie Bed by the Fierce (growling and snarling horribly. The rington Phelps in Metropolitan Maga American “ chuckhole”), he makes
ABANDONED FARMS UTILIZED
S. POLEY.
[rifle
was
leveled,
there
was
a
sharp
re
Monster, He Was Mangled and
zine.
immediate repairs.
FOR FORESTRY PU R PO SE S
port, and the first shot; hit the Hon in
I Gashed and Carried Off Bodily by the eye. The ball as It came out shat
Here, in the United States, we
The
abandoned farms of New
How
Germany
Deals
With
the
Waster.
Contractor and Builder, ! the Brute.
tered his lower jaw. Two more shots
Germany has a law that provides know little or nothing of such road England have been taken advantage
TBAPPE, PA
The following description of an a t were fired, and the fierce monster fell that If It can be proved that a man Is maintenance as this. No sooner is of to a considerable extent for fores
dead by my side.—London Ideas.
earning a sufficient wage to support a stretch of new road accepted and
Prompt and aocurate in building construction tack by a lion, as related to Mr. S t
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
3-38 IMlehaei Podmore, F. Z. S., while be
those dependent on him,' but th at he Is paid for; than it is left to the tender try work. During the past year
about 2500 acres have been planted
dissipating
that wage by vicious hab
jwas returning from a sojourn In the
And So He Left Them.
mercies of the traffic and the
its,
he
can
be
declared
a
minor,
and
he
wild
places
o
f
the
earth,
is
so
terribly
with trees, and in the course of a
p
S. K O O K S,
With a heart full of good intentions
(realistic th at we offer no apology for and a bag fuU of uplift tracts he ap Is then treated as a child. His em weather. Incipient ruts and hol few years these will prove profit
SO H W EN K SY ILLE, FA.
(printing It. Mr. Podmore met the proached the cottage In the bucoUc ployer Is told that the wage must be lows, instead of receiving the im able investments. In addition to
paid not to the man, but to a guardian mediate care of the road mender,
ihero of this story while on a trip wilds.
Slater and Roofer,
this, several water companies have,
And dealer in Slate, Slate flagging, Grey 'across the Pacific ocean and was
"Madam, may I leave some tracts appointed by the magistrate of the are allowed to remain full of the
Stene, etc. Estim ates furnished. vVork con [shown the terrible scars on the man’s
district In which he lives, who uses It
adopted the tree-planting policy as
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloot
with yon?”
standing water of the last rainstorm
“Yon may, kind sir, but leave the for the support of the wife and chil and are quickly deepened and wide a means of fostering the water
I was engaged on the transconti heel marks of them pointing directly dren. In England a man who could
supply. The redemption of these
QHARLES n . ba r m d t,
nental Cape to Cairo line, and our toward these steps.”—New York Times. not get his wage might refuse to work. ned by the wear of passing traffic. farms is a very important thing to
In Germany the police would see that When the work of destruction has this section, for the increasing num
gang consisted of two white men and
he did his work.—Progress.
A R C H IT E C T ,
fifty blacks. We each occupied a sep
proceeded unhThdered to a certain ber of abandoned farms has been a
A rt
matter of serious alarm for a long
arate h u t
Friend—W hatt You pawned your one
stage
of ruin, the road is given a time,
C O LLEG EV ILLE, P A
Her Opportunity.
j One dark night I was aroused from good coat to get canvas for your paint
and this step seems to offer a
The man hater had Just announced wholesale repair (sic) by dumping solution to the problem of utilizing
Plans and specifications carefully prepared sleep by hearing something moving ing? Artist—Yes. Friend—And how
Patronage olieited.
2*7.
upon it a few hundred tons of top the land which has been standing
backward and forward beneath my much did you get for the picture? her .engagement.
“But you always said that men were dressing, which is left to be crush idle. In Massachusetts this area
bed. Becoming alarmed, I listened Artist—Nearly enough to get my coat
horrid creatures,” said her friends.
breathlessly to a loud, long and Inde out.—Cleveland Leader.
of waste has been computed at 10
TpOW ARD D A VID,
“So they are,” replied the bride to ed down into the irregular and rag per cent, of the total area, while in
-Ei
P a in te r a n d
scribable sniff-sniff which broke the
be, “and here’s my opportunity to pun ged surface beneath by such hap Rhode Island alone there are no
jstUlness of the n ig h t My experience
Truly there Is a tide In the affairs of
Paper-Hanger,
hazard rolling as may be given by less than 228 of these abandoned
[of Africa was not extensive, but I .men, but there Is no gulf stream set ish one of them.”
They all agreed that it was real no- passing traffic.
farms.
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA . 19* Samples of paper (instantly realized th at some wild ani- ting forever In one direction.—Lowell.
U e o f h e r.—P h ila d e lD h la Ledger.
m ,i was. under my bed* Every one of
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LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.

;T H E IN D E P E N D E N T H

Divorce Granted.

R ehearsing C antata.

Prom inent S peaker a t U rsinus.

Sunday School Officers C hosen.

into between the State Highway
The Brethren’s Sunday School, of Department, the county, and Camp
T K R J I S — 8 1 . 0 0 I’ E l t Y E A R
Skippack, has been reorganized for Hill borough, and the Terrolithic
::
IN A ItV A N C E .
It
the year by the election of the fol Road Company, of New York. The
lowing officers: Superintendent, entire cost will approximate $12,000
| Jonas Cassel; assistant, Eugene of which the borough stands oneThursday, March 25, ’09.
M arriage Announced.
Hoffman; secretary, Ernest Zollers; eighth. The plant for mixing the
Successful Com bination Sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas R. Landes, of
assistant, Hiram Haldeman; treas crude asphalt oil, which comes from
. CHURCH S E R V IC E S /
urer, Isaac Detwiler; chorister, ,-S. Kentucky, is to be located at ShireThe combination sale conducted
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. Upper. Providence, announce the
H. Price; assistant, Mrs. Eugene manstown. The residents and en
8 L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School marriage of their daughter Miss by' L. H. Ingram, auctioneer, at
a t 9 a .m . Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Katharine F., to Mr. Charles C.
Useful Husband.
Hoffman. Sunday School will open gineers are watching this road
Shepard;s Collegeville hotel, Tburs
Catechetical class a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. U. E.
Jones
on
Wednesday,
March
24.
April 4. All welcome.
The
usefulness
of
a
husband
was
day
afternoon,
was
well
attended
building with keen interest, as it is
prayer meeting a t 6.45 p. m. Bible study
m eeting on Wednesday evening a t 7.SOo’clock,
The consignees were well pleased demonstrated by a North Wales
the first road of its kind to be built
All are most cordially invited to: attend the
Court M atters.
school teacher, Mrs. Annie English
with the prices obtained.
in this State. When completed
Sunbeam M ission Band.
services.
at
Cedar
Hill,
who
became
sick.
In
court
Saturday
morning
Nich
the
borough will be protected by a
The regular meeting of the Sun
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
Without consulting any one she olas Ternanini, who was convicted three years’ guarantee. The road
Ex-Governor Buys Farm.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and beam Mission Band of the U. E.
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
Frank Schwenk recently sold the sent her husband to school as sub of stealing a pair of horses belong- is claimed/ to be more durable than
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com church, Trappe, will be held on
stitute teacher, and he sized up to to Councilman Lawler, of Norris macadam and less dusty.
munion, First &unday in the month. All are Saturday afternoon, March 27 at Wm. Gilbert farm to ex-Governor
the
job.
town, was sentenced to four years
cordially invited and welcome. f
2.30 o ’clock.
Pennypacker at private figures.
at
hard labor in the Eastern Peni
T rinity Reformed Church, Collegevllle, Rev.
PERSONAL.
The farm is located near SchwenksF. C. Yost, D7D., pastor. Services next Sun
tentiary.
The sentence of the
In Operation.
John
Barrett,
after an illness of
ville,
and
adjoins
the
two
other
Tailors Coming.
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday S ohool^t 9. Junior
Dr. Cornish’s skirt ‘and apron other Italian was deferred pending three weeks, is again able to be
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and Senior C
farms, belonging to the former
Allerd Brothers, tailors of Norris
.. E. a t 7 p. m.
about.
factory on Fourth avenue, this an investigation.
Governor.
town,
have rented of H. L. Saylor
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G arrett
In the case of Fred. Keyser vs. J.
borough, is in operation, with Wm.
Mrs. Rose Seeman visited her
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, the office building on the lot he re
H. Daub as manager. Miss Dettra, C. Pennypacker, of Trappe, the
Collegevllle Millinery.
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser- cently purchased of M. N. Barndt,
sons at the Topton Orphans’ Home
plaintiff was awarded the sum of
vice, 7 p. m.
on Wednesday.
Our opening of spring and sum of Oaks, is operating one of the
and will open a branch establish
$140. This was the amount paid by
sewing
machinesand
will
supervise
mer millinery will take place on
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks S ta ment in the near future.
Mrs. A. D. Fetterolf was .ill last
the plaintiff for a horse alleged to
tion, Rev. G-. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, the work of other sewers, ^ gaso
week.
Services—10.30 a. m.; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
have had the heaves.
line
engine
furnishes
the
power
April 1, 2 and 3, to which you are
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Sudden Death.
required.
The jury in the case of William
Carl, infant son of Mr. and Mrs
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
most cordially invited.
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
While carrying a pail of water,
H. Stevenson vs. L. E. Swively, Jr. Chas. Kubnt is very ill.
M rs .'E . L achman.
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Eliza, wife of Decataur Urnback, of
of Glenside, returned a verdict of
Dog Tags.
Mrs. Bartman spent a part of last
Mas.
F
ry
,
Trimmer
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, Royersford, fell dead with heart
$150 in favor of the plaintiff. The week with her husband, Represen
The
dog
tags
for
1909
will
not
be
Rev. Q-eo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services will be
disease on Saturday evening. De
as follows: T rappe—Preaching a t 7.30 p. m,
issued until June 1st at the office of latter was bitten by defendant’s tative John H. Bartman, at Harris
Q uarantine Lifted.
prayer meeting a t 10 .a. m.; Sunday School a t ceased, who was 69 years of age, had
the County Treasurer in the Court dog and wanted $1000 damages.
burg.
2 p. m. Limerick—Preaching a t 10 a. r
The State Live Stock Sanitary
been
a
resident
of
Royersford
for
House. An effort is being made to
Sunday School a t 9 a. m.; C. E. a t 7.30 p. m.
Board Tuesday morning issued an
Josiab Walt, of Royersford, was
many years.
DEATHS.
have a new tag issued made of brass
order releasing from quarantine
in town on Friday and paid this
instead of aluminum.
The latter
Susan Moser, widow of the late
office a friendly visit.
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle for Phila
for foot-and-mouth disease the
Zwingltan Anniversary.
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
metal is too soft and will not stand Henry C. Moser, died Monday
whole ‘State, except a few dis
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p., m. For Allentown
Miss Anna Brunst, of near Fagthe wear when attached to the collar morning at the home of her son
The thirty-seventh anniversary
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.07, 11.05 p. m. Sundays—*6.30
tricts in Lancaster and Delaware
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
of a bunting dog.
Jacob S. Moser on East Third leysville, spent several days last
of the Zwinglian Literary Society of
counties, the order to take effect on
avenue, Conshobocken, aged 79 week with her grandparents, Mr.
Ursinus College will be held« to
March 26. The quarantine against
years 1 month and 5 days. Though and Mrs. David Culp, Sr., of this
morrow
(Friday)
evening
at
8
An
Old
Deed.
Home and Abroad.
shipments by rail and moving cattle
somewhat debilitated by age she borough.
o ’clock. A literary and musical
A
deed
160
years
old
has
been
on highways is also raised.
program will be given. The public
Rev. Wm. B. Johnson of Campfiled at the office of Recorder H. T. was in the enjoyment of good health
until about ten days ago when the bell Hall, New York, is visiting
is
cordially
invited
to
be
present.
Hunsicker.
The
yellow-with-age
—Cold blasts
And the Boys Walked From
document w as,executed July 10, effects of a carbuncle on the rear his sisters, at Fern wood, near
Pottstown.
—From the northwest
1749 to convey *165 acres of land in part of her neck began to diminish Royersford.
Auto Licenses.
Twenty basket ball players and Upper Hanover from William Par her vitality and hasten the end.
—In the latter days of March
Thus far this year there have rooters from Ursinus College, who
Miss Lillie Johnson, of Fernwood
Her husband, with whom she had
—Are not as acceptable as the been 15,000 automobile licenses attended and took part in the game sons, of Lancaster, John Ross and
who
has suffered with quiusy and
shared the joys and sorrows of life
music of the birds.
issued by the Pennsylvania High at Pottstown Thursday evening, Robert Greenaway, of Philadelphia,
pharyngitis
for the past six weeks
to Adam Hillegass, of Upper Han for almost sixty years, departed in is recovering. Professor Brock’s
—It requires patience, resignation way Department, this being 4000 were stranded and had to walk to
over. The consideration was sixty June of last year. The following wife has substituted for Miss John
philosophy, and good constitutions ahead of the record for the sqme Collegeville. They became so in pounds.
children survive: Abraham, of Nordate last year. Applications are terested in the game that they miss
ristow.n; Jacob S. and William H., son, as teacher in the Spring City
—To well withstand the weather being handled at the rate of 100 per
schools.
ed the last car on the Schuylkill
af Conshohocken; El wood S., of
wrenches of this latitude, when the day.
Keystone G range Social.
Valley
line
leaving
at
10.30
o
’clock.
Collegeville: Rev. Oscar, of Port
weather is at its worst.
The members of the Keystone Royal, Pa.; Naomi, wife of Wm
M ontgomery County H istorical
Then they decided to walk to
Ground
Broken
for
H
ouses
—A disgruntled, suspicious dis
Grange,
Trappe
will
hold
a
social
at
Society.
Collegeville. They left Pottstown
Walton, of Blue Bell; Ella, wife of
a t Trooper H eights.
position is a misfortune; sometimes
Mr.
Nelson’s
place,
known
as
the
about 11 o’clock and reached the
At the next regular meeting of
El wood Anders, of Worcester;
a calamity.
Montgomery Missimer farm, upper Flora, wife of Dr. Wm, T. Wagner, the Montgomery County Historical
Ground has been broken for two college about four hours later.
Mingo, on Wednesday evening, of Los Angeles, California. The Society on April 24, 1909, there will
—All who are interested in good houses of the semi-bungalow order
March 31. Preparations are being funeral will be held this Thursday be an exhibit of earthen ware made
which
are
being
put
up
by
Thomas
roads will find something to think
High School Boys Succeed
made
for a delightful event, and all at 1 p. m., from the residence of at the early potteries in eastern
W.
Guilbert,
on
his
tract,
at
Trooper
about and remember in the article
with 'T heir Supper
who
are
interested in agricultural
Heights.
They
are
on
Port
Ken
on page 1.
The oyster supper given by the matters, are cordially invited to be Jacob S. Moser, Conshohocken. Pennsylvania. This tulip ware, as
nedy avenue and will be surrounded
boys of the Collegeville High school present and enjoy the pleasures of Services and interment at St. John’s it is called, was made in Pennsyl
—The hardest two things for a by an acre of ground.
Lutheran church and cemetery, vania from about 1720 until 1850,
in Fireman’s hall, Saturday even Vae occasion.
man to catch up with are his ambi
the processes of manufacture being
Centre Square, at about 3 o ’clock.
ing, received the patronage of many
tions and his debts.--New York
M erchant Attacked.
practically the same as those in use
of the citizens of this borough, and
Press.
Public
C
o
n
cert
iu
the valley of the Rhine in the
Augustus
P.
Fritz
died
early
Henry B. Yohn, a Pottstown mer
—All the typhoid fever cases in chant was attacked by three high the girls and boys of the school
seventeenth
and eighteenth cenOn
this
(Thursday)
evening
at
Thursday
morning
of
last
week
at
Linfield and Parkerford, are believed way men Thursday night while on were kept busy doing business for eight o ’clock the Department of his home io Limerick Square, aged tures.
Native
Pennsylvania clay
to have originated from a contamin- the way home from his store. He several hours. The net proceeds of Music of Ursinus College will give 81 years, 1 month and 1 day. The was wrought by the early potters
the supper, amounting to about $50
ed well.
carried a grip containing his money will give the boys a substantial lift a free public concert in Bomberger cause of death was an affection of into a great variety of utensils,
—When nice weather comes grad and this the would be robbers who in their athletic work. The boys Hall. The Handel Choral Society, the liver. In early life Mr. Fritz such as cooking pots, apple butter
ing of the old paper mill site oppo vvore masks tried to grab. Yohn desire the I ndependent to express the Men’s Glee Club, the Woman’s was educated at Washington Hall, pots, flower pots, vinegar or molasuickly pulled out his revolver and their appreciation to all who patron Glee Club, the Male Quartette, the Trappe, under the direction of the ses jugs, jars, collee pots, sugar
site Washington’s headquarters at
mixed Quartette and the College late Abel Ram bo, and for some bowls and cream pitchers, tea
began firing, when hfs assailants ized their supper."
Valley Forge will be resumed.
orchestra will participate in the years followed the occupation of a canisters, mugs, liquid measures,
fled.
—It cost John Gallager, of Plyprogram. Solos will be rendered school teacher. Many years ago he vegetable and meat dishes, pie
Lose* Toe to Prevent Lockjaw.
moth, $1.65 to recklessly drive
by Professor Jolls and Miss Riddle took up his residence at Limerick plates, shaving cups and basins,
Public
Building
for
Pottstow
n.
against and overturn the fruit stand
In the hopes of preventing the and there will be readings by an Square, first as keeper of the hotel flower vases, inkstands and sand
If the bill which Congressman lockjaw, Augustus Matz, a wellof Frank Rhodes, in Norristown.
shakers, fancy dishes and trays,
Irving P. Wanger introduced in known Cold Point quarryman, un elocutionistof Philadelphia. Enter at that place, for seven years, and
—Caught in a fodder cutter,
tainments at the College have been later as a farmer and dealer in cat cake and jelly moulds, puzzle jugs,
the House of Representatives last derwent an ope ration,Friday, in
Ephraim Favinger, of Pottstown,
bowls, oval platters, soup dishes,
week passes, Pottstown will get a which his great toe on the right so well patronized by the people of tle. For the past twenty-five years
bad a hand badly crushed,
cake plates, pitchers, tobacco pipes,
this
comunity
that
the
authorities
be
devoted
his
attention
solely
to
modern public building in which foot was amputated. The cause of
—A buyer has been found for the the post office and other govern the trouble was an ingrown toe Dail of the College take pleasure in an financial matters and was of much spittoons, tobacco jars, drain pipes
large mill property in Spring City ment offices may be accommodated which was cut by Matz with a rusty nouncing this free concert. The service to many people for whom he and roofing tiles. Decorations were
He was a of many styles besides the tulip
formerly operated by W. C. Urner The bill was referred to the Com knife. The operation was perform public is cordially invited io attend. transacted business.
director of the Spring City National wjpich appeared on the majority of
Company as a hosiery mill, and it mittee on Public Buildings and ed at the home of a sister and
Other flowers are
Bank for 37 years, and for the past the pieces.
H eater Company Organized.
will be occupied by a silk mill em Grounds and ordered to be printed shortly after the toe was amputated
sometimes
to
be
found, as well as
twenty-three
years
was
president
ploying over 400 hands.
The Freed Heater Company has
The site and building are not to the home of Matz caught fire and
birds,
animals
and
human figures.
of
that
institution.
He
was
also
—Application is about to be made cost more than $100,000:
was burned in plain view of the been organized to succeed the Steam connected with numerous other cor The decorated pieces were the ex
to the Court at Norristown for the
unfortunate man who was unable to F itters’Heater Company in conduct porations. Deceased is survived ception, however, not the rule. It
Norrlton Townshig Divided.
appointment of a jury to inquire in
render any aid to his family in get ing the business of manufacturing by three children—Peter C. Fritz, is the earnest wish of the committee
steam and hot water heaters at the
to the freeing of the Penllyn and
By decree of Court, another town ting their goods out of the blazing
old
plant on Third avenue and of Pottstown; Mrs. Emma Krause in charge that the largest possible
Springhouse turnpike, and the ship was created in Montgomery house.
Chestnut
street, this borough. A. and Miss Mary Fritz, at home. The collection of this old pottery should
purchase of it by the county.
county as a result of the vote in
C. Freed, who invented the ex funeral was held on Wednesday of be exhibited at this time; and they ^
Prize Puzzle Will.
—New Hanover, a Montgomery February last, whereby the voters
cellent heaters that have met with this week at 11.30, and was very ask all who own pieces which they
There was admitted to probate by much public favor for several years largely attended. Services were are willing to exhibit to communi
county hamlet, is the home of seven in Norriton township, lying directly
rural school teachers, whose schools west of Norristown, by a 2 to 1 vote, Register of Wills Samuel J. Garner past, is president of the new Com held at the house and the Lutheran cate with Mrs. A. Conrad Jones,
are within a radius of 10 miles, and acted favorably upon the question at Norristown, Tuesday, the will of pany, which is capitalized at $50,- church and cemetery, Limerick of Conshohocken, or Mrs. Irvin P,
the names of three of the peda of dividing that territory into two David Hunsberger, entirely differ 000. The other incorporators are: Centre; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in Knipe, of Norristown.
townships. By the decree, the ent from anything that has been
gogues are David heiser.
charge of arrangements.
townships will hereafter be known presented and claimed to be a will H. E. Campbell, M. A. Campbell,
—Blood poisoning from a broken
M. A. Freed, U. S. G. Ftnkbinder,
Ironbridge Echoes.
as East Norriton and West Norriton in this county. Here it is:
Isabella Haws, widow of the late
leg cost Mary Fry, of Norristown,
and John H. Freed. H. E. Camp
The S. L. L. S. will hold its bi
the dividing line being the same
Orvilla, March 26, 1908.
that member, and she is now with
bell, who is treasurer of the Com Frederick Haws, died on March 24 weekly meeting Thursday evening
T. Nace and Family Telford
which heretofore marked the divi Thomas
L
S
Hessler
and
Family
North
Wales
at
her
residence,
132
Stanbridge
out limbs below the knees, as an
pany, is also president of a Stove
March 25. All welcome.
sion of the two election districts Isaac Y Overgolt Doylestown perkasie
other leg was lost a dozen years ago
Company at Royersford, and is street, Norristown, P a.,$ged about
R
F
D
No
3
into which Norriton had been di William Miller Doylestown 109
The Sunday School held in the
in a trolley accident at Allentown.
widely known as an expert in the 90 years. Several sons and daugh
vided. The court orders that the Charles Hays and Family Doylestown
foundry business. John H. Freed, ters survive. The funeral will be Union Chapel in this village con
Frank Yoder and Family Amble
places of election shall remain the or Wm Nace and Famil A1 Mom
son of A. C. Freed, will serve as held on Saturday, March 27, at 2 venes at two o ’clock instead of two$100 REWARD. $100.
same as when the divisions existed. Ed Millee and Family Argus
Levi
Henry
and
Family
Ret
Hill
Secretary.
Abundant success to p. m. Interment at Montgomery thirty, on account of rehearsing for
The readers of this paper will be pleased
James Zeigler and Family Ret Hill
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
cemetery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel the Easter services. '
the
toew
company.
Thomas Nace shall settle my think up
disease that science has been able to cure in
Near Death in Big Pond.
in charge.
and L S Hessler and What is left shall his
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’B
William Bechtle of Norristown
Od the 8th of March N. H. GerThe choir of Trinity Reformed
hardt, of Skippack, was granted by church of this borough is rehear
the court a divorce from his wife sing the cantata “ The Story of the
Deliah Gerhardt.
Cross,’’ which will be sung on
Tuesday evening, April 6.

Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
'disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials. Address F. J. CHKNEY
& CO., Toledo. O. Sold by all druggists,75c.
Take Hall’s FanriiH Fills tor constipation.

It was a thrilling experience to Mrs. Ida
Soper to face death. “ For years a severe
lung trouble gave me intense suffering,”
she writes, “and several times nearly caused
my death. All remedies failed and doctors
said I was Incurable. Then Dr. King’s New
Discovery brought quick relief and a cure so
permanent that I have not been troubled in
twelve years.” Mrs. Soper lives In Big
Pond, Pa. It works wonders in Congbs and
Colds. 8ore Lungs, Hemorrhages, LaOrlppe,
Asthma, Croup, Whooping Cough and all
Bronchial affections. 50c. and $1.00. Trial
bottle free. Guaranteed by Joseph W. Cul
bert, Collegeville, and by M. T. Hunsicker,
Ironbrldge.

Roland P. Falkner, chief statis
tician on education for the United
States Government and ex-Commissioner of Education at Porto Rico,
delivered an instructive address to
the students of Ursinus College,
Monday afternoon, on “Experiences
in Governing the Porto Ricans.’

boyes have and also give some to sister
Catharine Wismer
The Lurid Glow of Doom
so says David Hunsberger
E xperim ent In Road Building.
waB seen in the red face, hands and bodj of
give this to Thomas S Nace
the little son of H. M Adams, of Henrietta,
Twelve thousand feet of road will
Pa. His awful plight from eczema had, for be built as an experiment tbis year
five years, defied all remedies and haflied
Kills Would-Be Slayer.
the best doctors, who said the poisoned in Cumberland county. It is called
A merciless murderer is Appendicitis with blood had effected his.lunge and nothing
many victims. But Dr. King’s New Life could save him. ‘But,” writes bis mother, terrolithic asphalt road and is con
Fills kill it by prevention. Tbey gently “ seven bottles of Electric Bitters compi tely structed by plowing and grading
stimulate stomach, liver and bowels, pre cured him ” For Eruptions, Eczema Salt
venting that clogging that invites appendi Kheum, Sores aud all Blood dit>ord r&.and I the clay surface and mixing it with
citis, curing Constipation, Biliousness. Rheumatism Electric Bitters is supreme. j crude petroleum with an asphaltChills, Malaria Headache, and Indigestion. Only 60c Guaranteed by J «eph W Cul-»
25q. at Joseph W. Culbert’s, Collegeville, bert, Collegevllle. and b M T Hunsicker, basis. The work is being carried
and at M. T. Huneicker’s, Ironbrldge.
Ironbrldge.
on as a result of a contract entered

spent Saturday and Sunday with
his parents.
Mrs. Katharine Moyer and child
ren, of Mingo, visited Mr. Harvey
Moyer and family.
C. J. Hofmann, of Philadelphia,
spent Saturday and Sunday with
Mr. A. J. Ashenfelter and family.
Miss Susie Kulp has accepted a
position in Norristown.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
Jottings From Limerick.

gave tbe alarm in time to save the
building from destruction.
We acknowledge with thanks
documents received from the Hon.
John H. Bartman, House of Repre
sentatives, Harrisburg. As cus
tomary with many, when we read
books, etc., we begin about half
way through and read each way,
why we defer expressing any
opinion on what we have read for a
time.
Mrs. Ellis has sold her farm of
forty-six acres to Mr. McFarland of
Kimberton.
The brick plant was not sold, the
sale being postponed uptil the 8th
of April, which is oh Thursday.
Dinners for a large number of peo
ple were ordered at Mrs. Ann
Brower’s and big preparations were
made to feed those in attendance at
the sale, and it was quite a disap
pointment after going to all the
trouble required to get up a big
dinner and no one came to eat it
A party came down from Reading
with a quantity of rolls, a ten o ’clock
bite it is presumed, and what they
couldn’t sell in and around Oaks
and Perkiomen was out of pocket in
money on the venture. Nothing
ventured nothing woo, but losses
are very discouraging to make
venture.
How much smaller is to be the
dinner pail in tbe cut of the tariff?
The tariff on doughnuts remains the
same, though there is one cent off
with doughnuts with holes in ’em

C O ND ENSED

N E W S IT E M S .

HOATIB FOR SALK
ANTED.
Buyers for 1500 bushels of choice, S About 100 fine Berkshire and PolandW
China Shoats, of various sizes. Apply at
clean seed oats. Apply at

FRESH COWS!

SCHLICHTER FARM,
LANDES BROTHERS, .
Thursday, March 18.'
Near Limerick Square.
2-25.
,, Yerkes, Pa. 3-25.
Representative Lafean, of Pennsyl
vania, has introduced a bill in con
o r sa le.
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
EPO R T OF DAVID R EIN ER .
Red and Alsike clover seed and
gress making Columbus day, Oct. 12,
timothy
seed. Best quality guaranteed, MARCH 26, 1909, at Perkiomen Bridge
T
rea
su
rer
o
f
th
e
B
o
rou
gh
o
f
R 1 T ra p p e,
a legal holiday.
hotel, one car-load of fresh cows—this
at
LANDES BROTHERS.
President Taft accepted an invita
2-25.
Yerkes, Pa. time from Clinton county. These cows
tion to atter i the annual spring dinner FO E T H E YEAR ENDING- MARCH 1, 1900.
are larger than usual and good shapes.
They also have the big milk and butter
of the Gridiron club, to be held in
RECEIPTS
qualities that my patrons are looking for.
r iR jB K P U B L IC SA LE O F
Washington, April 17.
Total amount of duplicate,
$1299 43
They will please you, gentlemen. Sale at
Deduct abatem ent, $53 64
James W. Keller, a graduate of the
I o’clock. Conditions by
“ Collectors’8 fees, 27 31
J. W. M1TTERLING.
Massachusetts Agricultural college,
“ Unpaid taxes, 25 22— 106 17
received from duplicate,
—$1193 26
L.H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
and for some time the first assistant Amount
L ast year s balance,......................647 92
On the Hon. Henry K. Boyer farm, situ
chemist of the department of agricul Outstanding taxes, less exoner
ate near Collegeville and Evansburg,
ations................................
36 82
IUBLIC MALE OF
ture of Pennsylvania, has beep ap Liquor
within half-mile of each place, on
license....................... — 240 00
pointed chief, to succeed Professor F. Schuylkill Valley Traction Co.. .100 00
MONDAY, MARCH 29, 1909,
Foreign corporation ta x ...............
24
D. Fuller, who goes to Washington to Interest
on active accoupt............12 30
at 10 o’clock sharp, six fine horses, in
take a government position. ,
Old lumber sold.............................
25— 1037 53
cluding the handsome grey trot
Friday, March 19.
ting horse King, 6 years old,
$2230 79
Lyman C. Mann was declared not
sound, family broken, can step in
EXPENDITURES.
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
2.25, with no work or handling, MARCH
guilty in Chicago of the murder of Paid Street Commissioner........ $137 76
26, 1909, at Porr’s hotel, Lim
an
ideal
gentleman’s
road
horse,
and
I
p
rin
tin
g
...............................
13
00
Mrs. Frances Gilmore Thompson.
one car-load of fresh cows direct
think-as good a prospect as there is in the erick,
□ling
statem
ent.................
1
00
from
Lebanon
county. They are tbe best
Married to George F. Barber fortystate; balance are a lot of good farm and lot of cows I have
box In bank.........................
2 00
ever shipped to Lim
family horses, young, sound, and gentle. erick, and farmers and
five years ago, Martha E. Barber has
interest on lo a n .................. 288 00
can make
sinking fund..................... 300 00
34 fine cows, several of them with g g x jk no mistake in attendingdairymen
filed application in Scranton, Pa„ for
this sale and put
labor on streets..................... 691 98
calves
by
their
sides;
balance
ting
in
their
bids.
Sale
at
1
o’clock.
Con
divorce, on the ground of desertion.
office rent, light and fuel.. 16 00
springers and cows in profit; 16 of™*"™ ditions by
JONAS FISHER.
salaries and a u d it............... 76 00
Winnipeg, Manitoba, has decided to
them
are
registered
Guernseys,
fresh
and
stone and quarry leave — 68 56
F. H. Peterman, auct.
close springers; two of them registered
have a world’s exposition in 1912, and
surveyor.............................. 29 00
Jerseys, others are grade and common
lumber.................................. 17 00
will raise a fund of $2,000,000 for that
chairs for council chamber, 31 00
cows; I think as good a dairy as you will jp U B E IC SALE OF
purpose.
blacksmith work................
5 20
find for sale. 2 registered Guernsey bulls,
6
28
drills
and
stone
forks..........
The legislature of Connecticut has
one coming 3 years old, the other coming
Board of Health expenses.. 15 60
passed an act incorporating the
a rre st..................................
5 00—$1708 37 4 years old, as good as I ever saw. f
choice
heifers, one a full-bred Guernsey
National Council of Congregational
527 42 the others are nice grade heifers. Harness
AND STOCK BULLS 1
Churches of the United States.
SIN K IN G FUND.
of every kind, induding work harness
The main building of the Easton, Beceived from general account $300 00
driving harness; light and heavy ma
ee
chinery, consisting of one new Holland
Pa.,^ Foundry & Machine company, lo Balance last year......................... 326 97
feed mill, new Duplex feed mill, corn
Interest
on
deposit.....................
12
35—$
639
32
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, ,
cated at West Easton, was destroyed Paid Bond No. 6 ..........................
500 00 sbeller, fodder cutter, carrier and shredder. APRIL 5, 1909, a t the Sunnyside Stock
by fire, entailing a loss of $100,000.
1 cleaner, circular saw, corn planter, Black Farm, Trooper, Pa., 25 head of fresh cows
$ 139 32 Hawk; hay tedder, hay rake, 2-horse culti and springers; also 2 stock hulls. These
Saturday, March 20.
RESOURCES.
vator, 2 one-horse cultivators, roller cows have been selected with great care,
William H. Stevenson, of Glenside,
weeder, mowing machine, Gang plow, Im from the farms of Clarion county, Pa.,
taxes............................... $ 25 22
was awarded $150 damages in court at Unpaid
From general account................ 527 42
perial, three Ahorse plows, 1 60-tooth and are especially adapted for dairy pur
Norristown, Pa., by a jury for the bite In sinking fund........................... 139 32—$ 691 96 spike harrow, 2 springtooth harrows, Mc poses. Any one in need of good dairy
Indebtedness,.............. $7500 00.
An agent was around selling of a dog belonging to L. E. Snively.
Cormick reaper pnd binder, new manure stock will profit by purchasing at this
the undersigned auditors, hereby certify spreader, Worcester Kenup. wagons, in sale, as good, fresh cows are growing
banks in which you could deposit
Believing that the constitution oi thWe,
a t we have examined the accounts of the cluding 2 hay wagons, seats and locks scarcer ana harder to buy as tbe season
your dollar, and also put in any the United States should begin with treasurer and find them correct as above fully complete; low-down farm wagon, heavy advances. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions
other spare cash, for future use, the words “In the name of God,” Rep set forth.
set running gears, 3-inch tread, new; cov by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
H. D. A L L E B a CH,
ered dearborn wagon, express wagon, out- David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.
and at the end of the year, after de resentative Sheppard, of Texas, has in
J . W. W ISLER,
under with pole, fallingtop, rubber-tired
RA LPH F. W ISMER,
positing said cash and bank with troduced a resolution in congress pro
Auditors.
buggy, bob sled, one.horse sled. Lot of
the Bridgeport Saving and Trust viding for an am endm ent'to that ef Trappe, Pa., March 1, 1909.
hay and cornfodder, cow chains, trace and 0 I J B L I C SALE OF
Company will receive three per fect.
breast chains, grindstone, single and
double trees, 3-horse evener, 4-horseevener
cent, on amount deposited there.
James M. Marshall, assistant post
T A T E M E N T O F I I . R . T H O M A S , with double trees complete: 4 wheelbar
This is a good idea for those who m aster of Lancaster, Pa., who was
T r e a s u r e r f o r F r a n k F . B a r  rows, forks, rakes, shovels, baskets, bag
From Gratersford.
b e r , D . W . F a v i n g e r a n d S . W . truck, platform scales, grain hags of all
desire to save mooey and have your postmaster from 1876 to 1885, and was
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
G a i n b e s , S u p e r v i s o r s o f U p p e r kinds, 3 barrels vinegar, empty barrels,
money draw interest, for money connected with the local postolfice con
Bobby Heebner and a party from makes money whilq you sleep. Like tinuously since 1867, except during
P r o v i d e n c e T o w n s h i p , M o n t  lot of small potatoes, 50 milk cans—40, 30 DAY, MARCH 31,1909, at the residence
of
undersigned near Oaks Station, Up
g o m e ry C o u n ty , P a .
20 quarts, flat tops; coolers, separators, pertheProvidence
Lausdale were in town in his new cascarets, they work while you Democratic administrations, died on
township, the following
boiler
and
engine,
Reed
pasteaurizer,
24
FOR YEAR E N D IN G MARCH 1, 1909.
property: Three horses, good
Babcock tester, large galvanized washer, personalworkers
sleep.
auto on Tuesday.
Friday.
and drivers; fearless of
RECEIPTS.
5 weighing machines, 1 set of Pilling cattle
Monday, M^rch 22.
all objects. Five cows and
Mr. Lloyd, who has been station
Mrs. Elizabeth Fuss of Norris
instruments complete, MoCausland saddle
To balance In treasury March
Six
men
were
killed
and
many
in
two
heifers.
75 chickens by
and bridle, 2 Winchester rifles, hammerless
2, 1908 .................................. 8 U 01
town was in town Sunday and Mon agent here at Perkiomen for the jured in an explosion in the Sunnyside To tax
the pound. 10 sbosts; one™™™
ool. 1908 ta x .................. 8361 26
shot gun, lot of fine fishing tackle, and
Pennsy R. R., has been notified to
sow with farrow. Two 3-horse
<•
•• 1907 "
886 80
hundreds of other articles that will he farm wagons,
day visiting old friends.
change his position to Schuylkill coal mine, near Evansville, Ind.
one as good as new; market
«
•• 1906 “ ................ 114 33
hunted up by day of sale. Sale at 10 wagon, 3 seated
William
Jennings
Bryan
condemned
*•
license
fe
e
s
.........................
60
00
carriage, 3 fallingtop
Perry Miller, who was home nur Haven. Like a Methodist confer
o’clock sharp. Conditions, cash.
To interest on daily deposits
the
Democratic
representatives
who
buggies,
3
sleighs,
lot wagon, Walter A.
IVINS
C.
WALKER.
ence,
the
agents
along
the
line
have
........
..............
14
60
in
bank
sing an attack of grippe, has re
Wood mowing machine, horse rake, good
Ambrose Rittenhouse, Auctioneer.
of notes discount
been changed to the different sta supported Cannon in the recent fight To proceeds
as new; horse power (Buckwalter make),
ed in bank ......................... 6356 16—$13806 16
turned to his work at Souderton.
in
congress.
3 fodder cutters (one Ross make), wind
tions along the line, and to object to
EXPENDITURES.
Patrick
Nash
shot
and
killed
Harry
mill,
mill, 3 plows, springtooth har
Samuel Gaugler has built a new the change is to lose line of promo
NKUAL STATEMENT o f A. T row, cider
roller, marker-out, 3 hoe harrows,
Martin at Mahanoy City, Pa., declar By labor...............................-$5324 06
ALLEBACH, T rea su rer o f harness
A
*
tion farther on.
“ s to n e ................ ............— 238 70
chicken house.
oloset, feed chests, new set of car
ing the latter had called him a non H ardw are..............................
U ie B orou gh o f C o lle g e v ille riage harness,
65 66
set of single harness, set of
Stone and cem ent.............. 51 61
Sunday was heralded as the ad union workman.
Mrs. Garrett Bean will move into
double
carriage
harness, 3 sets of working
FOR
TH
E
YEAR
E
N
D
IN
G
MARCH
1,
1909.
Stationery and printing.......... 88 13
Alfred Allen, who shot and killed his Affidavit of Supervisors (1908)
harness, saddle and bridle, log, cow and
a part of Mrs. Fred. Miller’s house. vent of Spring, but tbe breezes were
G EN ERA L FUND.
other chains; 3 ladders, one 18 ft., and one
s ta te m e n t..........................
75
so burdened with frost it was diffi wife, a few weeks ago at Wetumka,
Total amount of tax duplicate, 1908,
$1671
(paid S tate Board
10 ft.; lot of hay by the ton, lot of cornRussell Yerger’s fingers are heal cult to decide whether it was the Ala., was sent to the penitentiary for Disinfecting
Taxes unpaid....................
$595 25
of Health) . ..........
2 00
fodder, about 50 bushels of oats; also, all
A batem ents................................. 47 52
Roadmasters’ horse h ire ........ 50 00
ing nicely and Dr. Markley says beginning of a cold snap or spring twenty-five years.
of the late Harry S. Ellis’ blacksmith
E xonerations................................ 5 00
Interest paid on bonds....... 257 60
Councilman John F. Klein, of Pitts Treasurer’s
weather; and like the colored man,
Commissions............................
22 87—$ 670 64 tools, sausage stuffer, meat grinder, 3
both will be saved.
s a la ry ............... 75 00
iron kettles, copper kettle, vinegar bar
wished he were whar de blacksnake burg, who refused to testify in the Se etary’s salary.................. *. 25 00
Keceived from collector.................. $1001 18 rels, hogshead, lot of household goods,
Two more houses are needed in run: Fast asleep in de July sun. graft cases, was sentenced to thirty A t .orney’s fe,es........................ 10 00
Tax
of
1907...............................................
243
57
Advertising statem ent (1908)
4 75
and many other articles too numerous to
Cash from hotel license...............
360 00 mention.
Gratersford; our town is booming. Lawd knows, I frose, I clean froze days in jail and fined $100.
Amt. paid on notes in bank ... 6445 00
Also wheat in the ground. Sale
Schuylkill Yalley Traction Company,
L
um
ber........
..............................
187,90
Conditions: All
Tuesday, March 23.
100 00 at 13 o’clock, sharp.
annuity......................
Win Keyser now has a full line of up in Dixie. So we say of the
■Blacksmith work............
13 40
sums
of
$30
and upward, 90 days’ credit,
Fines
of
autos..........................................
135
00
John H. Starln, the noted steamship House expenses for y e a r....... 76 45
weather here. However, the Metho
Premium of foreign insurance.............
4 69 with approved endorser; under $30, cash.
carriages, harness etc., at his new dist conference has adjourned and owner, died at his home in New York, Telephoning.......................—
1 00
Interest on d e p o s its ..........................
181
MARY A. ELLIS.
Mason work .............................. 11 00
L
o
a
n
.........................................................
55 L.H.Ingram, auct. J. H. Ellis, clerk.
warerooms at Grater’s.
aged,
eighty-three
years.
the season of Lent and a few weeks
Rebates on water troughs and
4-in.
tires.........................
47
50
Fire
destroyed
the
Winchester
tan
$3310 30
Mrs. J. M. Markley and daughter it will, be spent. Then we can
G ra v e l....................
108 42
.................. ...................
881 90
Deficit
nery, the largest Industrial establish Dynam ite........ ......................... 42 06
or rent.
Ethel spent several days visiting change our tune from: Is it cold ment in Winchester, N. H., entailing a Iron
pipes........ .............
155 66
$3692
20
enough for you ? to, Isit.hot enough,
House and lot, along the Perkiomen.
S. W. Gumbes, car fare to
DISBURSEM
ENTS.
Mrs. Bean, in Philadelphia.
below
Keyser’s mill, opposite side, for
loss
of
$150,000.
Philadelphia on account of
etc. There’s an old saying that a
Work
on
highways.....................
$1238
20
Long
Ford
R.
R.
crossing.
99
rent.
. Apply to
Arthelius
Christian,
a
negro,
who
M. H. Leatberman is able to be peck of March dust is worth a king’s
Crushed sto n e ............................. 604 30
Bond paid Royersford Trust
ALBERT CRAWFORD,
S urveying ................................... 10 00
Com pany....................... 500 00
2-4.
Audubon, Pa.
out again and will move to Graters ransom. In what proportion could on Feb. 18 criminally assaulted and Ground
9 45
Miscellaneous.............................
rent for crusher and
we rate tbe roads drifted full of then stabbed to death a young while
F re ig h t,....................................... 495 98—$2357 93
scraper ................................
8 00
ford, if able to secure a house. Mr. snow in an April Blizzard ?
school girl, was electrocuted in the Auditors’ fees. : ......................... 6 00
LIG H TIN G .
or rent.
Filing sta te m en t................
1 00
Leatherman and family are board
penitentiary at Richmond, Va.
A 103 05
Frame cottage on Fifth avenue. Ap
Balance in treasury.................. 14 02—$13806 17 O il....................... ...........
The last fox hunting of the sea
Attending lam p s........................ 240 00—$ 343 05 ply to
George W. Taylor, of Upper Alton, Gross sum of duplicate, propA. D. FETTEROLF,
ing with Jesse Kline.
son ended Saturday, and a fine big TIL, a veteran of the Civil War, con , erty ta x ................................ $7845 36
MISCELLANEOUS.
Collegeville, Pa.
Nick Long has secured the con fox trotted leisurely over the hills victed of cheating the government out Gross sum of duplicate, per
Deficit last sta te m e n t...............$ 199 26
capita t a x ............................ 842 00
Interest
on
note
to
Mrs.
H.
H.
tract for buildingDunn’sbungaloes. at Valley Forge, passing near-by of $17,000 in a-pension fraud, sentenced
Koons........ ,........................... 22 00
$8187 35
OR SALE.
Sewer pipe..... ............................. 16 35
Mr. Smith of Pennsburg will do the where some men were at work in to six months’ confinement and fined Less exonerations $23.13, abate
F Choice spring rye for seed, at
Letterneads and edvelopes. ....
3 05
the woods, while the baying hounds $5000, Is dead a t the Peoria, IH„ work
ment $226.50.....................
249 68—$7937 72 Auto officers.....................
26
48
LANDES BROTHERS,
stone work.
were not far behind; but they lost house.
G ra te s .........................................
8 86
Total amt. collected 1908 ta x .. .$6361 26
2-25-41.
Yerkes, Pa.
Printing
statem
ents..................
9
00
“
1907
“
...
885
80
The first day of Spring was a the trail and the fox went one way
Wednesday, March 24.
«
1906 “ .. 114 33—$7361 39 Int. on loans, Collegeville Bank 20 61
Costs of Hamer est. vs. Boro.
The Carpenter Steel works, at Read O utstanding tax 1906...............$ 322 49
beauty, but “ the next day it and the hounds the other, one of the
OR RENT.
Uollegeville.......................... 31 16
boys said, English, you know.
«* 1907................ 637 27
Part of my dwelling house for rent.
ing,
Pa.,
posted
notices
of
a
reduction
snowed.”
“ 1908 ................ 1576 46—$2536 22 Hall and lockup re n t................ 40 00
Possession at once.
W. H. STROUD,
Postage.................
1 55
of 16 per cent in wages.
Bonded indebt’ness of township$6500 00
Sunday
the
weather
was
sharp
Cross
Key Road.
Collegeville, Pa.
Miscellaneous......................
3
91
Samuel Koons has taken posses
Chicago tanners and shoe manufact Borrowed m oney....................... 650 00—
Paid note on Collegeville Bank 500 00—$ 877 22
and crisp, but by noon there was a
3-18.
Total
-indebtedness.............
$7150
00
sion of his part of the Detwiler moderation of temperature and the urers appointed a committee to visit
SAL ABIES.
Balance in sinking fund, $8.88,
H. H. Koons, clerk.................... $ 25 00
tract and will farm the same this sun shone out bright and clear, Washington to fight the Payne bill as
OR SALE OR RENT.
We, the undersigned auditors, have examined Wm. F. Dannehower, solicitor. 25 00
tfce above accounts and find them to be correct. A. T. Allebaoh, treasurer........ 25 00v
though we were promised snow or It stands at present.
F
Summer.
D. H. Bartman, health officer.. 15 00
Justice
Reed
at
Trenton,
N.
J.,
fixed
and dwelling house and stable a t inter
rain. Robins and other birds sang
W AYNE M. PEARSON,
Chas. J. E8slg, pole inspector.. 20 00
section of Germantown and Ridge avenues,
Warren Cole has several offers out their lays, and the lark’s song tb e week of May 10 for the electrocu
FRA N K L. MOISTER,
Auditors’ fees............................
4 00—$ 114 00 Perkiomen Bridge. Apply to
S.
H.
YOCUM,
under consideration for his livery encouraged the belief springtime tion of Giovanni Maioni, who was re
Auditors.
JOSEPH P. ROBISON,
$3692 20
P. O. Box 8.
Collegeville, Pa.
BOND FUND.
business but his little sign is still would part friends with old King cently -convicted of killing Mrs. Maria
3-18.
Total of tax duplicate, 1908.....
$ 557 28
Frost, and the warm sunshine re Lrapo.
above the door.
POLITICAL.
Taxes
unpaid................
............
$
198
41
Rev. Michael Bergrath, for four
vive the earth again as it has done
A batem ents................................ 15 84
years rector of St. Patrick’s Roman
Henry Espenship is still confined through' all the ages of time.
Exonerations........ .....................
1 67
» G S FOR HATCHING.
Commissions...............................
4 7 63—$ 223 55
OR
P
R
O
T
H
0M
0T
A
R
V
,
Catholic
church,
of
W
hite
Haven,
Pa.,
lyme .
to tbe house but is able to move
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Richard died a t Wilkes-Barre of general de
Rock
chickens for sale at 0.50, 0.75, and
$333 73
about and is improving rapidly.
................
81 19 $1 per setting. Appi^to
son were visitors to friends in bility, aged seventy years.
Tax of 1907.
Abram D. Hallman,
FRED. J. EBERT,
Philadelphia, Sunday.
The Pennsylvania state live stock
Rec’d
from
collector............
$
414
Pinetown, near Oaks Station.
l-14-4m.
OF NORRISTOWN. At Primary Nomin B al. in treasury Mar. L 1908 ................. 289 92
56
sanitary
hoard
has
issued
an
order
Mr. and Mrs. Seizer visited
ations, June 5, 1909. Subject to rules of
FROM OAKS.
relieving from quarantine for foot and
$ 704 48
the Republican party.
friends in Phoenixville, Sunday.
g g s f o r s e t t in g .
DISBURSEM ENTS.
mouth disease the whole state exeept
The barking of a dog saved Dr.
Rose comb Brown Leghorn eggs for
A
telephone
has
been
placed
in
Interest
on
bonds.......................$
240
00
parts of Lancaster and Delaware coun
setting
Price $3.50 per hundred; 60 cents
Brown’s residence from being de
Bal.
in
Bond
Fund........
439
78
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
i
c
e
.
E Estate of Theodore Smoyer, late of S tate tax o n bonds............. ; ... 24 70-—$ 704 48 for 15. Fertility guaranteed. Apply at
stroyed by fire Monday night. The the rectory of St. Paul’s and it is ties.
PARKER’S POULTRY YARD,
G E N E R A L STATEMENT.
fire started in an old unused fire hoped that it may be connected this
Upper Providence township, Montgomery
3-ll-3t.
Trappe, Pa.
county, deceased. Letters testamentary T otal valuation of taxable property, $445,820.00.
place which had been boarded up this week, and that any persons in
PRODUCE
QUOTATIONS.
the
community
who
may
desire
the
L
IA
B
IL
IT
IE
S
.
on the above estate having been granted
and papered by the occupants of the
to the undersigned, notice is hereby given Bonds outstanding.................... $6000 00
A R PET ANO RUG W EAVING.
house years before, and a stove had ministrations or visitations of the
that all persons indebted to said estate Note, Mrs. H. H. Koons............ 500 00
I have installed an automatic fly
rector
will
not
hesitate
to
call
him
The
Latest
Closing
Prices
For
Produce
been placed, the pipe entering the
are requested to make immediate payment, Notes, Collegeville B ank........... 1000 00—$7500 00 shuttle carpet loom and am prepared to
up.
The
number
is
Phoenix
5-36
J,
and
those
having
legal
claims
against
the
Tax
rate
3%
mills,
Borough
purposes,.
and Live Stock.
do all kinds of carpet and rug weaving in
chimney above the mantel. Shortly
«•
1*4 ** Bond
*•
a first-class and satisfactory manner at
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR steady; same will present them without delay in
after one o’clock the dog barked Bell ’phone.
ASSETS.
proper order for settlement to
reasonable
prices. Orders received during
winter
low
grades,
$4.25@4.75;
winter
furiously which annoyed, but did
Next Sunday being the last in the clear, $5@5.25; city mills, fancy, $6.18
ANNIE A. SMOYER, Executrix,
Taxes 1907 outstanding, Gen
January will be filled at a specially low
Oaks,-Pa.
38
36
eral Fund ............................
not arouse the occupants of the month, there will be a special ser
price.
FRED. J. EBERT,
attorney, H. L. Shomo, Norris Taxes >907 outstanding, Bond
l-14.2m.
Pinetown, near Oaks Station.
house. The door at the foot of the vice at St. Paul’s at 7.45 p. m. The ®RYE FLOUR firm, at $4.30 @ 4.40 Or her
6 03
F und.....................................
town,
Pa.
3-35.
barrel.
Taxes 1908 outstanding, Gen
stairway had been left partly ajar subject of tbe address will be perWHEAT
dull; No. 2 red, western,
eral F u n d .............................. 695
695 25
and the dog ran up stairs, barking, ‘‘•Eternal Love.”
Taxes 1908 outstanding, Bond
rjIHOM AS SH RONK A CO.,
$1.23@1.24.
„
,
. J ) » . SH E FFE Y ,
198
F u n d ....................................... 198 41
actually knowing the danger the
CORN weak; No. 2 yellow, local,
88—
$
The
Rev.
Mr.
Barnes
has
re
57
Balance
in
T
reasury...............:.
88—$
895
93
72@72%c.
master of the house and his family
OATS firm; No. 2 white, clipped,
We, the undersigned auditors of the Borough
were in. The doctor drove the dog quested the people of bis congre 58%
CARPET WEAVER,
of Collegeville, have audited above accounts
@59c.; lower grades, 57c.
gations
to
read
during
this
Lenten
down the stairs. The dog still bark
and find them correct.
HAY
firm;
timothy,
large
bales,
$15
LIMERICK SQUARE, PA. Rag carpet
ing as if in an effort to make things season the Gospel of St. Mark as be per ton.
GEORCE A. LIVHNGOOD,
rugs woven. The best^ wool, cotton,
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 16@ and
HOWARD P. TYSON,
understood a calamity awaited them, ing a special scriptural reading for
and hemp chain used. Satisfaction guar
Cesspools, sinks, and wells cleaned at
Auditors.
16%c.;
old
roosters,
10*&<g)llc.
Dress
the
season.
As
it
will
take
only
anteed. Prices reasonable.
3-ll-3m.
when the doctor detected tbe smell
ed
steady;
choice
fowls,
16%c.;
old
short notice. Orders by mail or ’phone
of smoke, and on going down stairs two and one-half hpurs to read it roosters, 12c.
through,
everyone
should
at
least
promptly attended to.
BUTTER
steady;
extra
creamery,
IGEONS
FO
R
SALK.
found the wood-work of the fire
g g h a t c h in g .
35 pairs fine Homers and Dragoons,
per lb.
T.
place on fire and the flames gradu try to do some systematic reading 33c.
I
will
be
prepared
on
and
after
April
EGGS steady; selected, 22 # 23c.; 1, to hatch your chicken and duck eggs in No reasonable offer refused. Want the
335 EAST MAIN STREET,
ally eating their way through the daily. The suggestion is excellent, nearby, 20c.; western, 20c.
WM. KEHRER,
and
will
doubtless
be
followed
by
three incubators—100, 200, and 300 room.
POTATOES steady; per bushel, 93 my
3-13-4t.
Lower
Providence,
Pa,
interstices into the room. It was
’Phone
157x.
Norristown, Pa.
I will also teach you how to
#95c. Sweet Potatoes steady; per capacity.
supposed the fire started from hot many.
3-4-41.
make brooders, without artificial heat, to
basket,
60#
70c.
raise your chicks. Price for hatching, $2.00
coal or a spark from tbe stove in the
s t a t e n o t ic e .
per hundred eggs. Apply to
room; and the high winds increas
One of the largest trees in Dau
Estate of Elizabeth W. Hall, de
R. B. MULFINGER,
Live
Stock
Markets.
„
ing the draft of the chimney started phin county was cut down last week
Lower Providence P. O. Evansburg, Pa. ceased. Letters testamentary on the above
PITTSBURG
(Union
Stock
Yards)—
estate having been granted to the under
the fire in the fire-place. The dog
3-18-4t.
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.40@6.65;
signed, all persons indebted to the said Carriage, Wagon, House; and Sign Paint
couldn’t talk, but manifested its in on the farm of S. J. Baer, in Lower prime,
$6.20@6.40.
estate are requested to make payment, and
telligence ;by barking incessantly Swatara township, by James Myers
SHEEP higher; prime wethers. $6.10
ing, at HENRY YOST’S SHOP
those having claims to present the same,
i ST E 0.
until some one would come to the and son George, of Middletown. @6.25; culls and common, $3 @4; W A
to
Small farm to work either on without delay,
lambs,
$6#8.25;
veal
calves,
$8@8.75.
ROBERT
N.
KEELY,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
rescue, or investigate the cause of The tree, a chestnut, measured 9£
to rent, suitable for poultry
HOGS higher; prime heavies, $7.25; shares, or
The Art Club, Philadelphia,
raising. Place stocked preferred. Address Or to his attorney,
its barking. This is a remarkable
mediums,
$7.15#7.20;
heavy
Yorkers.
William
E.
Caveny
OTTINGER H. YOCUM,
case of dog knowledge shown and feet across the stump. The rings $7.05(6)7.15; light Yorkers, $6.75@6.85; 2619 N. Warnock
1301 Chestnut St., Phila.
St.
Phila., Pa.
™4—i
6.2K: roughs. !fi.50@6.40.
prompted by the instinct of danger show the age to be 456 years.

Tbe death of our good neighbor,
A. P- Fritz, removes one who lived
a long and very useful life. His
absence will be keenly felt by many.
Further reference to his death on
page 2.
William I. Kline, student at Key
stone Normal, is spending his
vacation with his father, T. D.
Kline and family.
B. F. Rambo has purchased a new
runabout from J. M. Kendall of
Linfield.
On account of sickness Harvey
Sabold, was unable to teach school
os Friday.
Among the guests that Miss
Martha Linderman entertained over
Saturday and Sunday were Miss
Anna Miller, and brother, and Miss
Fox, of Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Spare of
Norristown were the guests of Mrs.
Spare’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
David Wise, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Scheffey spent Sun
day with their son Reuben Scheffey
and family.
John Fry is improving slowly.
Miss Hattie Stierly, of Pbiladel
phia, spent several days with her
cousins Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T
Miller.
Misses Charlotte Fry and Elsie
Zollers spent Sunday with Mr
Zollers and family, of Trappe.
Mrs. Harry C. Poley is visiting
her parents at Steinsville.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,
the nearest hotel. At the telegraph
desk be filled out a blank:
Miss A nnette V. Morley, H otel Jackson.
W anona Beach:
F o r a cap and bells o u r lives we pay.
Bubbles we buy w ith a whole soul’s ta s k 
ing.

Cap and Bells
By CASPAR JOHNSON.
C opyrighted, 1909, by Associated
L ite ra ry Press.

Ferrol’s experience with women had
been limited. Had it been otherwise
he would never have been beating
up the coast In the teeth of a ris
ing gale with night coming on and his
sailing master casting an anxious eye,
now aloft a t the straining rigging, now
to the eastern horizon, where the dun
gray cloud bank grew hourly more om
inous.
The big white yacht made heavy
weather of It under her four reefs.
Bhe stuck her nose Into every sea and
sent the water dying over her wind
ward rail in a manner that drenched
•very man on her deck.
“Better put Into Indian bay,” the
sailing master suggested.
Ferrol, standing by the after rail,
grunted something that the sailing
master took for acquiescence, for he
gave a terse order to the man a t the
wheel. The yacht came about with a
rattle and banging that shook her
from stem to stern and went careening
shoreward.
Ferrol watched the ragged blue
black outline of the shore grow more
pronounced as they neared It. Pres
ently they were threading their way

PKBBOIi TO KB IT OPEN AND BEAD.

Then he went back to the yacht,
smoked awhile, pacing the wet, dreary
deck, and finally went below. He
tumbled on to a wide leathei seat that
ran the length of the cabin and went
over it all again and agalp—their
walks, their drives, their little quarrels,
the happiness that had been his until
that last bitter night—until at last,
soothed by the monotonous drip-drip
of the rain, he fell into a doze.
He was awakened by a hall from the
darkness outside. The light was burn
lng dimly. The brass chronometer
above the chart locker showed that it
was nearly midnight. He hurried to
the deck and found a launch chafing
alongside.
“This the A lfrldat" cried a voice In
the launch.
“Yes. What Is l t r
“Mr. Ferrol aboard 7“
“I am Mr. Ferrol."
“Telegram for you, sir,” said a man
scrambling aboard and handing him a
yellow envelope, which was addressed.
“Mr. J. B. Ferrol, Yacht Alfrida, In
dlan Bay.”
Ferrol tore it open and read “Better
read the next line.”
That was gU, save the heading.
“Hotel Jackson, Wanona Beach.”
He stood there for a moment frown
ing in puzzled fashion. Then, like a
flash, the text of th at next line came
to him, “ ’Tis heaven alone th at is
given away ”
“Any answer, sir?" asked the wait
ing man.
Ferrol seemed suddenly aware of his
presence.
“Eh? No. Hold on a minute,
though. Is there any train out of here
before morning? I've got to get to
Wanona Beach a t once. One a t 12.46,
you say? Wait Just a minute till I
have a word with Mr. McGraw, and
then set me ashore, will you?"
Ten minutes later the sailing master
stood by the rail listening to the launch
chugging shoreward through the dark
ness. As he started to go below again
he saw the sheet of yellow telegraph
paper lying on the deck. He picked It
up and read i t
“That next line, whatever It Is, must
be a corker,” he chuckled as he went
down this companionway.

The Longest Telegrams.
The longest news Item ever trans
mitted by wire was the sending of the
entire revised version of the New
Testament to a Chicago dally newspa
per from New York on May 22, 1882.
The issue of the paper containing that
single telegram comprised twenty
pages, sixteen of which were taken up
with the brand new version of the
New Testament, which had been pro
cured previous to Its offlclai publica
tion. The New Testament contains
27 books, 260 chapters, 7,959 verses
and not far from 190,000 words.
Some years ago the circulation de
partment of a London newspaper of
fered a prize for the longest sixpenny
—twelve word—telegram that could
actually be sent to its office. Out of
450 telegrams received this one gained
the prize:
“Administrator general’s counter
revolutionary Intercommunications uncircuinstantiated. Quartermaster genoral’s disproportionableness character| istically counterdlstlnguished unconstltutionalistic Incomprehensibilities.’’
These twelve words contain exact
ly 200 letters, and the telegram needs
two periods, two apostrophes and one
hyphen to make it proper English
And It does not contain the longest
possibility In the language, “proantitransubstantiationistlcally,” either! Chicago Record-Herald.

through the score of rocky little Is
lands behind which lay the quieter
w ater of Inland bay.
Although the wind was screaming
through the rigging and the great seas
th a t rushed past them were flecked
with an angry white foam, he was
loath to run for shelter. This combi
nation of wild water and wilder wind
suited his mood admirably.
As far as he was concerned person
ally, he was willing to take his chances
of riding It out or sinking. It mattered
but little one way or the other to him.
Still, he had no right to sacrifice the
sailing master and the men because a
woman had made a fool of him. He
Near, but Not Quite.
drew out a fresh cigar and lighted It
Mrs. Fitznoodle had two “stars”
from the stump of the one he had just a t her great social gathering—H err
consumed.
Schpuntz, the great. If unknown, pian
She had made a fool of him. There ist from-the fatherland, and Dr. Bumpwas no doubt about th a t She had led feller, the world famed, if fake, phre
him on and on—him, John Barrows nologist
Ferrol, the conservative, the man who
“Listen." said Mrs. F. Just before
had always vaunted that he was im the latter entered the room. “1 am go
mune from the wiles of woman, and ing to let the professor feel Herr
then she had tossed him aside calmly Schpuntz’s bumps. He Is a wonder.
like any toy that had lost Its novelty.
I’ll wager anything he’U be able to
He chewed his mustache nervously tell th at H arr Schpuntz Is a musician.”
and swore under his breath. What I Excitement ran high. Dr. Bumpsort of spell had she cast over him? ] feller entered and began playlng a five
He ought to hate her, yet in his in- j finger exercise that would have done
most heart he knew that even now he credit to Schpuntz himself on the muloved her with all the intensity of his slcian’s classic cranium,
nature.
“Here,” he began, “here—ahem 1—is
The little Islands slipped past one by a practical business man, a man of
one. The yacht ceased her wild plung- great common sense, with no nonsense
lng and entered the quiet water of the about him. No wasteful arts for him!
bay sedately. A few sharp orders No wonderings In the realms of fancy!
from the sailing master and the sails No dreamer of”—
came rattling down and the anchor
He caught the hostess' pleading eye.
was dropped with a clatter of cable, i She was playing scales upon her lap.
Before them the shore was dotted He winked a blissfully unconscious
with twinkling lights that shone cheer- j wink.
fully through the murky gloom of the ! But his breathless audience missed
gray twilight. The rain was begin- j It!
ning to fail In long, slanting tines. I “Ah,” he concluded, “this gentleman
Ferrol still stood by the rail, smok lives by the skill of his hands. 1
ing and absorbed in his own bitter should say that he Is one of the most
thoughts.
expert typewriters in the kingdom!”—
He would send her a message. He London Express.
would not let her know how deeply he
was hurt, but he would let her know
Same as Now.
that he understood now the whole Im
Jack—What Is thq true Inwardness
port of their little affair. He turned of this suffrage movement?
to the sailing master, who was prepar
Bill—Ju st an advance notice to men
ing to go below.
to get off the earth.
“Order the gig lowered, Mr. Mc
Jack—But where will we go?
Graw,’’ he said tersely. *Tm going
Bill—Wherever they tell us to.
ashore."
During that pull shoreward Ferrol
Next Best Thing.
was turning over In his mind the mes
"How Is this property selling?"
sage he would send, and from some
“It Is going for a Bong.”
where In the archives of Ms memory
“I wish I could sing.”
eame a quotation from Sir Launfal
“I'm afraid you will just have to
th at fitted his needs to a nicety It Whistle for It.”
set him smiling angrily as be sat in
the stern sheets of the gig, the tiller
Likes It Than.
ropes In either hand.
"Do you like to work?”
He landed a t the little pier and
“Yes, when I hare • good thing.”
aalnahed through the mud and rain t«
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AN INFERNAL MACHINE.
Its -Fearful and Deadly Work In the
Bremerhaven Explosion.
The greatest fatality ever caused by
an Infernal machine Is known as the
Bremerhaven explosion, and it occurs
red near the end of 1875, when a fel
low who called himself Thomas and
was said to be an American took up
his residence with his family In Brem
en. His finances were at a low ebb,
and to replenish them he conceived the
idea of sending to America some
worthless but highly Insured packages
of goods. By the same vessel he in
tended to ship an Infernal machine,
which was to have exploded a few
days after the vessel had left p o rt
The explosion occurred, however, Just
before the package was put on board,
eauslng terrible loss 6f life.
Thomas, whose real name was said
to be Alexander, charged his machine
with nitroglycerin, which he had pro
cured In America and purchased the
clockwork and the case containing the
machine In Germany. The hammer of
,the clockwork, which was to act in six
days after leaving port, was to strike
a blow of thirty pounds weight. In
his confession later Thomas said that
when testing the clockwork the ham
mer smashed a mahogany table.
He sent the contrivance to Bremer
haven to be shipped on the Mosel for
New York via Southampton. He him
self - took passage to the latter port,
where he had arranged to ship his
cases of rubbish for New York. The
Mosel was to leave Bremerhaven on
Saturday, Dec. 11, and on th at day
the Infernal machine was sent to the
dock, which was crowded with porters,
passengers and their friends. For some
reason th at has never been explained
the heavy case slipped from the crane
on to the w harf as it was being lifted
up the ship’s side, and the charge was
Instantly exploded. Death and destruc
tion were dealt around, 128 men, wo
men and children being Instantly
killed, while fifty-six others were ter
ribly wounded.
Thomas was waiting on board the
ship to receive his case and see it
stowed away In the hold, but right aft
er the explosion he went to his cabin,
locked the door and shot himself In the
head with a revolver.
He lingered for several days In the
hospital and made a full confession be
fore be died.—Exchange.

A CRATER TOWN.
Where the Inhabitants Build Ships In
side Extinct Volcanoes.
Saba, in the West Indies, is one of
the most extraordinary places in the
world. By courtesy it Is called an is
land, but It Is really nothing more than
the summit of an extinct volcano stick
ing up out of the sea.
Inside the crater live the only Inhab
itants of Saba. They live there because
there Is nowhere else for them to live,
the outside slopes being nearly as
steep as the sides of a house.
The place belongs to Holland, and
the people are all Dutch. Nevertheless
they speak English as their native
tongue. They call their crater town
Bottom because It Is situated on the
top of a mountain.
Although surrounded on all sides by
the sea, they often spend weeks with
out seeing It, for that involves a long
climb up to the rim of the crater. Still
less frequently do they touch salt
water, because to do so they must. In
addition, climb downward for a dis
tance of 1,600 feet by a precipitous
rock hewn path known as “the lad
der."
It Is, however, In regard to their sta
ple Industry th at these Dutch people
who speak English and who live aloft
In a volcano In a summit city called
Bottom reach the extreme of topsyturveydom. One might Imagine them
making balloons or kites or. In fact,
anything but what they do make,
which Is ships—not ocean going liners,
but good, serviceable schooners and
luggers, whose repute Is great all over
the Windward Islands. The ships
when finished have to be hauled up
to the rim of the crater and then
lowered over a precipice into the sea.—
Exchange.
African Pygmies.
The pygmies of Africa, says Captain
Guy Burrows In his “Land of the Pygmles,” are masters In the art of huntlng. They can kill even elephants with
their little bows and arrows, blinding
the animal first by shooting at ita
eyes. Once he Is blinded they never
leave him till he falls. A pygmy, I
have no hesitation In saying, eats, as a
rule, twice as much as will suffice a
full grown man. He will take a stalk
containing about sixty bananas, seat
himself and eat them all at a meal, be
sides other food. Then he will He and
groan throughout the night until
morning comes, when he is ready to
repeat the operation.
Error of Judgment.
“I thought, count, you were a dead
shot?”
“I am.”
“And yet, though you said you
would shoot your adversary through
the heart, you hit him In the foot?"
“It was an error of Judgment I
thought his heart was In his boots. It
turned out to be in its right place.”
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Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

was added by this company to savings
depositors accounts in 1908.

Clover,

Timothy,
Don’t forget
Lawn Grass,
that this institution compounds its in
terest yearly on all savings aocounts
Garden and Flower Seeds and

GARDEN TOOLS

The same water is used over
and over again to operate

besides

Hot Water and
Steam Systems

allows 3 per cent, interest every day
the money is on deposit.

OF A L L KINDS.

Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically

Poultry and Fence Wire. Norristown Trnst Co.
DeKalb and Main S ts.

Theft.H.BenjaminCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
PAINTS, TOOL8, AND
MILL SUPPLIES

N o . 2 0 5 Bridge S t.,
PH ffiSlIX V TLM :, PA.
Both ’Phones.

J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.

Insure Your H orses^
against loss by death from disease or acci
dent in ihe L O W E R P R OVI DE NC E
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisemeut paid when loss
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
4 p p raiN erN :
* THEO. DETWILRR, Eagleville: H. H
ROBISON, Collegeville; W E. BEAN.
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East
Penn St., NornstowD.

OFFICERS’ CHARADE.

Tbe undersigned will furnish and erect
ID E A L B O IL E R S and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
F R E E D B O IL E R S — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

THERE is not a man, woman
' or child within walking or rid-1
ing distance of our store that]
can afford to pass by the shoe I
values offered here. The quality, {
variety, and price are such as to
tempt any one who can realize |
shoe economy when he sees it.
!
OXFORDS and STRAP I
PUMPS in stock now $1.50 to [
$3.00.

Norristown. H.

J . H . BOLTON,

L. NYCE.

M.

One of the Company Was an Expart
if
at the Game.
A general arrived from St. Peters
burg In a garrison town In the Interior
I
of Russia to hold an Inspection of the
troops. After the review he stepped
Into the officers’ mess room, where he
-ATnoticed on the counter a row of bot
tles, to which, Instead of usual labels,
white tickets,.-with a single letter of
the alphabet on each, were affixed.
The bottles stood In rank and file and
in alphabetical order.
“W hat does this mean?” the general
asked the lieutenant who was show
ing him around.
“That Is an officers’ charade, your
excellency,” replied the officer, rather COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS, Out
embarrassed.
ing Flannel and Flannelettes in plain
The general continued his Inquiries
and fancy colors.
and elicited the following information:
“Each bottle contains a different UNDERWEAR, the warm kind, for j
kind of liquor. At the meeting of the
Ladies, Gents and Children.
officers’ club one of us mixes some of
these varieties In a glass so th at the BED BLANKETS and COMFORT
Initials spell a name, and the older
ABLES.
and more experienced members of the
d n b after tasting it guess what it is FUR MUFF SETS and COLLARETTES,
composed of and name the word In
real, genuine fur.
tended."
“Very original idea,” remarked the FOR THE MEN AND BOYS: Heavy j
general. “And are you able to make a
Gloves, Sweaters, Caps, Corduroy
guess of that kind?’
Pantaloons,
Felt Boots, Snag-Proof
“If It is your excellency’s pleasure, I
Rubber Boots, Freed Bros, line of
will try,” the lieutenant replied.
The general went to the counter and
Shoes, the kind that wear and give
mixed a glass, while the officer stood
satisfaction.
a t the other end of the room with his
face to the walL
HORSE BLANKETS for stable and
“Now, guess what this means,” said
street nse.
the general as he handed the glass to
PLUSH
LAP ROBES, a large assortment.
the officer.
The latter drank It a t one gulp, OIL CLOTH and LINOLEUS, Bissell |
smacked his tongue and replied:
Carpet Sweepers.
“T hat was ‘Anna,’ your excellency.1'
GROCERIES.
“Bravo!" exclaimed the general. “I t
requires a lot of practice, eh?”
FRESH B. W. FLOUR, Cora Meal,Mince j
“Your excellency, ‘Anna’ ' Is easy
Meat. All kinds of Canned and Dried
enough, but there is a captain In our
Fruits.
it
corps who can even guess ’Nebuchad
nezzar r ”
1
GIVE US A CALL. Bell ’phone.
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In ms king your purchases at
FENTON'S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just whst to buy, how
to buy, and bow to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock In a thoroughly equipped
general store.

In DRY GOODS, GROCERIE8, DRIED FRtjITS, CANNED"
GOODS, or In sny department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what yon want at the
right price.
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I
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Ready-made Pantaloons and f t
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

§§

Crockery and Glassware, Paints, A#
Oil, Patty, Hardware.

&

Gents' Furnishing Goods in jHt
variety.
5?

IW . P. FEJTOJ,

Time to Go.
"I wonder how many of those con
nected with newspapers,” said a re
porter, “remember the famous dis
patch sent by a press telegraph oper! ator a t
111116 of the San Franc1*60
! earth<lnake- 11 was the only smile
raiser In the whole horrible catastroPhe- 11 read something like this:
*The G liding Is beginning to rock,
bricks are falling abont. and it’s me
for the simple life.’ Then it trailed
off as If the operator had scooted for
the open door, or wall, perhaps. This
dispatch was handed about the news
paper offices and made all the boys
laugh in spite of the serious picture It
called to mind.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Reasons For Cannibalism.
According to a writer In a French
review, there are three causes for can
nibalism. It is due either to necessity,
pleasure or fashion. Twenty per cent
of the cannibals, we learn, eat their
dead to honor them. The ancient Ti
betans belonged to this class. This Is
sentimental anthropophagy. Nineteen
per cent eat their great warriors to
obtain their courage. This Is desig
nated egotistic anthropophagy. Twen
ty-nine per cent eat human flesh to
punish their enemies and 82 per cent
because it Is the fashion or because
they consider the flesh savory.—In
dianapolis News.

Wouldn’t Be Convinced.
“Bobson thinks he plays a good game
of bridge.”
“Yes, he does. I spent $27 the other
Fat 8ingers—Why?
night trying to disabuse him of the
A medical gentleman, writing in
Idea—and failed.” —Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Comoedla, explains that the physical
massiveness of the majority of famous
Plenty of I t
singers comes mainly from abnormal
“Jedging from the amount of It development of the lungs. We must
killed In this settlem ent” remarked a confess th at we had been under the
visitor In Plunkvllle. "I persoom ther Impression that It was due to a lauda
must be a bounty on time.”—Louisville ble effort to make grand opera amusCourier-Journal.
1ns.—Punch.
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E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
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FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)

Undertaker ^ Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA.

THE OLD STAND
E s ta b lis h e d

•

1*75.

$ a l l 3 |S ? i U t $akery.

Choice Bread
AND

Ca k es

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
IN VARIETY
and shall spare no eflort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust > e to
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
serve them.
ery always on hand. IceCream and W ater
Special attention given to supplv’i j
H T Will meet trains at all Stations Or Ices.
Weddings and Parties.
ders received by telephone nr telegraph -2

JOHN H. CUSTER,
We pronq*ly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

t«|u.

OOLLEGKVILLF.. P

Dead Animals Removed
FR EE OF CHARGE.
JSend model, sketch or &1oto cl io action foi
: free report on patentability.
ateutabliity. For
B free
frei boon, 1
[ How to Secure 1
[ Patents and

‘ M
TRADE-MARKS

w rite!
to

B
Apposite U .S . Patent OfficeW A SH IN G T O N D. C.

1 will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
I $1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, U-L.

Geo. W . Schw eiker,
-KOVIIHtVCK !»«$|I«KK . »’ »•

'9* M f e s t e r * P rlu tro
• n .>

SHORT STORY ANP MISCELLANY.
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home that" she must rest for the re
mainder of the winter. Her mother
grumbled openly. She did not like to
see the girl idle, but she became recon
Collegeville, Penna.,
ciled to it when she discovered that
Dena had an admirer.
po the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
By SUSAN R. MORLEY.
It was her belief th at every girl Houdin’s Experience Among the
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
should marry before she was twentyMarabouts of Algeria.
fi’eed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,
C opyrighted, 1309, by A ssociated
five, and in Dena’s case there was lit
L ite ra ry Press.
tle time to lose. She set about hurry
A T T H E L O W E S T C A S H P R IC E .
ing up this possible match.
AN ARAB TRAP THAT FAILED.
Nanghton came out of the par
The first evening Nick came it was
This is not only a real reduc lorMrs.
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
and shut the door carefully behind she and not Dena who entertained
SETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
I him. Her nimble tongue scarcely The Great French Conjurer 8tood the
tion sale, but a reduction sale of her.
Test and Then by Another Trick
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.
“It’s too cold for you to set In there ! paused. She gave him Dena's exact
high grade, dependable goods. tonight,” she said. “My, you can’t see history from her first tooth to that
Cowed His Infuriated Antagonists.
F . J. C L A M E R .
day. Dena sat by and heard with
The Story of Palmer’s Curse.
If you do not know the high out of the windows! There’s no sense Nick in an embarrassment of silence
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
In freezing this room to let the heat go th at she could hardly have broken had
There are some points of resem
character of our goods, we ad in there.”
she been permitted.
blance between the story of the great
She knelt down before the battered
had her mother been so volu French conjurer, Robert Houdin, and
vise you to visit us at once and sheet Iron stove and ran the poker vig bleNever
with that destructive volubility the marabouts and the story of Palm
get acquainted with unusual orously through the redhot coals with which wearies and sickens. At inter er’s curse. The first named tale Is,
in. “You can set In here tonight,
she glanced at Nick’s puzzled,
When you have occasion to introduce quality at a REDUCTION OF Dena,” she went on. “For myself I vals
amused face and clasped her bands strictly speaking, Incredible only when
regarded from the oriental" point of
prefer this room any day to the par harder to keep from crying out.
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
view.
ONE-FOURTH.
lor.”
AU
'th
at
week
her
mother
discussed
home heated with steam or hot water, you
In the fifties the administrators of
Dena listlessly swept up the ashes her prospects and gave the advice her
want only the most skillful mechanics to
and did other trivial things, as her own experiences warranted. Once Dena the French African empire were seri
mother directed. The room had the cried in agony, “But can’t you see that ously hampered by the fanatical mar
plan and execute the work.
O ne-Fourth O ff
shabby, much used look which no he may not even think of marrying abouts,1who by their tricks of juggling
amount of care could transform into me?” and fell thereafter Into tearful persuaded their followers of their own
eheer or even homeliness.
silence.
supernatural powers and used this be
O vercoats an d S u its
Dena felt It anew each time she re
B ut-the following Saturday evening lief to fan the spirit of insurrection..
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Hand-made clothes admit of excel turned to it after her absence as a dis he came again, and again Mrs. Naugh- Houdin was sent officially on a French
trict schoolteacher. If she conld have ton sat in the room and talked every warship to Algeria to confound them.
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
lence not to be had in machine-made. | bought a new carpet and a chair or minute. Nick and Dena parted with While his task proved easy, the trip
proper conditions they last for generations. .
Of course there are bands and two and a stove with Isinglass and out having said half a dozen words to was not without its dangers.
nickel she might have made it look to each other.In Algiers he had allowed himself
hands, but we have good reason to her liking, but her mother would not
But this time Nick looked neither to be shot at- with pistols loaded by
believe that our clotbesare made by allow it.
pnzzled nor amnsed. His eyes nar the marabouts. But once in the inte
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style the best hands. Come io and be c o d - . Beauty In Mrs. Naughton’s eyes was rowed speculatively as he watched rior, when he was absolutely without
of trivial consequence indeed, although Mrs. Nanghton.
the tools of his profession, he was
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water vinced and save money.
there were times when she regretted
When at last he went away Dena forced to repeat the experiment. He
volubly her daughter's apparent lack knew to a certainty that he would was frightened, but he did not allow
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good $10 Suits and Overcoats now $7.50 j of
it
never come again. But each Saturday his fears to be perceived. He persuad
$12-50 Suits and Overcoats now $9.37
material and workmanship.
Mrs. Nanghton unfolded her skirt evening her mother made her take up ed his audience to postpone the test
$15 Suits and Overcoats at
$11.25 and smoothed out an imaginary crease her role and play It through. She had until next morning in order that he
“You better set the teakettle on, Dena
might pass the night In prayer, as he
$18 Suits and Overcoats at
$13.50 And stir up the kitchen fire. It hain't to dress and sit and w ait
Tonight she would not—she would was without the talisman that he
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send $20 Suits and Overcoats at $15.00 quite supper hour yet, but I like to not. For once In her life she would i needed if the feat was to be perform
everything ready la time.”
assert independence.
ed immediately.
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put $25 Suits and Overcoats at $18.75 have
Dena hurried from the room. There
“Now run up and get ready,” her
The night he devoted not to prayer,
were tears in her eyes, and her face mother commanded as they rose from but to insuring his invulnerability, and
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
looked flushed and wistful. What was the table. “I’ll do the dishes.”
the next day before a great horde of
the use of it all? she thought bitterly
W o m e n ’s Fu rs
Dena turned and faced her desperate Arabs he submitted to the .test. The
as she filled the teakettle.
ly. “I’m not going to change my French conjurer Insisted that in the
Reduced O ne-Fourth
Had she not dressed obedient to her dress,” she said breathlessly.
sight of every one the pistols should
C O LL EG EV IL LE , PA,
I-I2 .
mother's bidding these four Saturday
"Y ou ain’t? Do you want him to be loaded by his enemies themselves.
The most remarkable Fur values
see you In your common Clothes V
Then he calmly took his place and
ever offered are here now and
“He won’t see me.”
gave the signal. The sound of the pis
that too in the face of the fact that
"W hat do you mean? What alls tol had not died away when Houdin
you?” Mrs. Naughton was astonished. opened his Ups, showing the bullet
furs will be worth next year double
I am fully equipped at my New
§
Dena turned wearily away. “I mean held firmly between his teeth.
Location, Kidge Pike, one-third
the prices we are selling them for
th at he won’t come again—ever,” she
His infuriated adversary reached for
mile South of PerklomemBridge,
DOW.
said and escaped upstairs to her room. the other pistol, but the conjurer was
to serve my old pat-one and In n
Mrs. Nanghton looked after her, her too qnlck. “You could not harm me,”
$ 5.00 Furs now $ 3.75
vite new onet to give me a trial
restless eyes steady enough for once he said, “but now see how much great
All work guaranteed.
10.00 Furs now
7.50
and her restless tongue stUL
er my powers are than yours. Behold
** C a r r ia g e s anal B u s in e s s
Dena heard her moving about; the the wall.” He fired, and out on the
15.00 Furs now 11.25
W a g o n s B u ilt l o O r d e r
dishes rattled violently. Presently she whitewash at the exact spot of his
$20.00 Furs now $15.00
a t U ig b t P r ie e s . .
called from the foot of the' stairs:
aim there crept slowly a great splotch
Nqw ready for Spring Painting
“I’m going out for a spell.”
25.00 Furs now 18.75
of blood. The marabouts, In terror,
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
Dena was lying on her bed crying cowered before the prowess of the Eu
30.00 Furs now 22.50
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
now unrestrainedly. She lifted her ropean magician.
and General Repairing. Keystone
$35.00 Furs now $26.25
head and managed to ask:
Less fortunate In his fate than Hou
'Phone.
“Where T
din was the English orientalist E. H.
R . It. GRATKK,
40.00 Furs now 30.00 |
“Over to Mis’ Henderson's.”
Palmer. He fell a victim to fanati
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
50.00 Furs now 37.50
Dena’s head went down with a cism, but the story of his terrible curse
Be caretul cot to place your orders for
groan. She knew that her mother wUl long be repeated and cause shud
Building or other Lumber until we have had
would drag her poor little secret forth ders to run round Bedouin campfires.
and dissect it mercilessly before the Only upon the theory of metempsycho
achacceto estimate on your wants. We
hungry eyes of the old gossip who was sis can be explained his extraordinary
are certain to give you entire satisfaction
almost her only friend. The onter powers of assimilating the languages
ss to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
door opened, closed, and then all was and Ideas of the east.
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
stllL Dena cried until she could cry
He was brought up In the conven
no longer.
tional atmosphere of England, but
**1 H ig h N tr e e t,
Come and see us.
The dhorbell jangled, and she sprang when he turned-his attention to orien
off the bed, polished her cheeks hur tal subjects he did not merely learn;
PO T T ST O W N . PA .
riedly with her damp handkerchief and he simply absorbed. Not only were
ran downstairs. Her hands trembled Persian, Hindoostanee and Arabic per
as she opened the door, too dazed to fectly familiar to him, but he knew
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
realize who was waiting to enter.
every obscurity of the slang of the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“Good evening, Dena,” said a pleas camel drivers, and during his long
ant voice. “May I come In?”
voyages In the east his European ori
He put her aside gently, entered and gin was never suspected. Just as
closed the door himself. Dena stood Houdin bad been officially employed
SPRING 18 COMING—THE TIME FOR
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
motionless with surprise and joy.
by the French government, so Palmer
MAKING CHANGES IN TOUR
“Aren’t you glad to see me? Did was by the English, but In a more
First-class teams at reasonable prices.
you think I was never coming again?” intimate capacity.
HOUSEFURNI8HING8.
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
He took her hands and looked down at
I will have the teams to do the work.
Before- the exploit that proved fatal
T h e fir s t t h in g to d e c id e . Is :
her tenderly. Then Dena’s voice came, he had many dangerous adventures.
Give me a call.
and she looked up at him.
“ W h e r e w ill I p u r c h a s e ?»»
—AND—
Once he was led away by a treacher
ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.
“Yes, I did think so. And I didn’t ous guide and betrayed to an Arab
Before making your choice. It will be to nights In succession in the foolish hope blame you. for I understood. Oh. gang who meant to rob and kill him.
yonr advantage to call and examine stock that he might come? She set the tea Dick!”
He guessed their intentions, and when
.and secure prices at
He took her Into his arms. “But I they began to Inflict upon him petty
kettle on, stirred the fire and went up
stairs.
found, dear,, th at nothing on earth annoyances he pretended not to notice
In the second drawer of the bureau was a sufficiently big obstacle to keep them. Finally, however, the abuse be
H. E, BRANDT* « Proprietor. When in Norristown, Pa..
lay the pink albatross waist folded in me from loving you and wanting you came too obvious to be longer Ignored.
white tissue paper and sprinkled with and seeing you again to tell you so. If
Where it la always a pleasure to SHOW rose leaves gathered the summer be I come back in a month for you, can He sprang to his feet and drew out a
STO P AT T H E
letter that he had received from an
GOODS.
fore from the La France rosebush that you, will you be ready to go with me?” English lady. “This to me! Down on
Walnut Street and Seventh
“Oh,
Dick!”
Dena
cried,
and
her
six
grew
in
the
yard.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
yonr knees, you dogs, and kiss the
She had worn it four times vainly weeks of trouble and doubt and despair handwriting of the sultan!” Down on
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
and twice not in vain—those two pre melted from her like a garment of their knees, cowed and groveling, fell
(Opposite Court House).
cious evenings when he had really snow in this new sunshine.
his 300 captors.
come. She would not put It on tonight,
In 1882 Palmer was sent on a secret
---- oOo---no matter what her mother said. She
A Parisian Tragedy.
service mission among the Bedouin
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
could not bear to sit another evening
“I am here to kill you for denouncing tribes to persuade them against join
t^ g T " first-cla ss Accommodations for Han
Carpets, Mattings, OH Cloths and Lin I d it waiting and listening to every Colney!” The speaker was a man ing the rebellion of Arab! Pasha. He
oleums.
footfall with hope and longing and ul named Koenit and the scene a small,
and Beast.
was betrayed and shot. But just be
timate despair.
Picture Frames made to order.
fifth, rate cafe in a mean street In fore his death he laid upon his assas
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable
A
sob
burst
from
her,
and
she
flung
Paris.
Carpete cleaned and relayed.
sins the weight of his terrible curse.
herself upon the bed, with her hands
Koenit was a member of a gang of Now, in the east a curse is something
Both English and German spoken.
over
her
face.
But
she
did
not
cry.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
Apaches, the murderous Parisian hoo not to be regarded lightly, and Palm
prompt lj.
She dared not. It would not do for ligans. Another member of the gang.
her mother to see her tears or to sus Colney. had been denounced to the po er’s was one of particular awfulness.
It was his last means of -defense,
pect
that she cared poignantly.
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
lice by a woman named Sarah BaronWhy could not her mother see that maer. A court of Colney’s associates and, while It did not save him. it blast
ed the hearing and destroyed the lives
he would not come again and cease had tried the woman in her absence,
g>A<»Vg>ACVff
torturing her with expectations? Her condemned her and by lot had chosen of those upon whom It fell. They
shrank away from one another in hor
little first romance was over almost Camille Koenit to carry out their sen
ror. Some of them confessed their
before It had begun, and In her heart tence. .
crime and were executed; all of them
6 0 YEARS*
she knew what had ended it.
“Make up your mind you have to within a few months came to violent
EXPERIENCE
It shamed her to think of it; but. aft die,” continued the man callously. *T deaths. Palmer’s curse is still remem
er ail. she could not blame him. And give you a quarter of an hour to settle
bered with terror In the east.—Book
she could not blame her mother either, your affairs.” With these words he man.
m ade to o r d e r .
■ FURN ISH ING H foolishly ignorant of the ruin she had left the cafe.
b r i m i ! B a r a e s a supplies, saddles.
wrought.
Some twenty minutes later the
Got Mora Than the Cigar.
hoo^, blankets for summer and
Dena was twenty-four years old. wretched woman summoned up cour
He was dining at a restaurant in the
Rf p a{dtSm brooms, combs, brushes, Ac.
trade marks
and she had never had a lover. For age to leave the place. She was hardly neighborhood of Leicester square, and
7 > 1:*25* 0F HARNESS a specialty!
Designs
six years she had taught steadily with In the street before Koenit sprang while he was sipping his black coffee
t*°n to boi
c*®*'rs' Special atten
Orders entrusted to my <-hiirg> * t|'m *t
Copyrights Ac.
out anything happening, and she was upon her with an open knife and and firing 500 glances to the minute at
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
the most careful and palnstaklmr -ttent.lon
growing very tired when he came. He struck hejr_ to the heart.
invention is probably patentable. Coromunleaw. E JO H N SO N ,
a girl in a fluffy pink and white dress
tiong strictly confidential. HANDBOOKon Patents
was the son of the people with whom
Koenit Was arrested, but owing to a stranger gracefully commandeered
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Jo
h
n
I*.
Bechtel,
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
she boarded, and he had been away a the foolish leniency of French criminal his overcoat. He had just reached the
special notice, without charge, in the
COLLKH KV III 1.
A long time.
law escaped with penal servitude -for door when the owner tapped him on
Dena liked him Instinctively. She life.
the shoulder.
'P
hoks No 18
K V n V w T_ ° W *
HERALD
This story reads like cheap fiction.
bad never seen any one she liked so
A handsomely illustrated weekly.
“Pardon me, sir,” he said meekly,
John,
W K M S » E R V . Binding,
eulation of any scientific journals
______
well—so strong and thoroughly self It Is, however, an absolute fact, and “but would you allow me to get an
year;: four months,
months. f. L Sold byall newsdealers.
«_
**** ^er*oratlng, Paging, NumberJ ® “Tbe I ndependent ’8 e ig h t pages -eliant he looked In the week that was any one acquainted with criminal life
other cigar from my coat pocket In
Ro'
t°r Banks and Business
Broadway,
contain local and general news,agri
left to her before her school closed. In Paris and other great cities knows case I do not meet yon again?”
B
ranch
Office,
625
1*
8L,
W
ashington,
D.
C.
bound6’,? !611
attention. Magazines
cultural notes, short stories and They became good friends, and he told well that organized crime never fails
«hespiv
, done 1u,ck!y and
interesting miscellaneous residing her when she went away th at he to take terrible vengeance on those
Addreeg Katlmate8 cheerfully furnished
Keep alive In yonr breast that little
N n lw r rlb s fo r T h e I n d e p e n d e n t .
matter. A copy every week for 52 would come to see her.
who betra; their fellow criminals — rpark of celestial fire called conscience.
T0E herald publishing oompant. EIGHT PAGES, 53 Nos., ONE DOLLAR weeks, $1.00.
Th». A a n tn r told Dens when she went Paris Letter.
—Washington.
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“I t ’s J u s t L ik e This!”

“ It’s Just Like This!”

“ I t’s Just Like This!”

“ It’s Just Like This!”
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Collegeville Livery and
Boarding Stable

R. M. R O O T ,

W.H.SRISTOCK’S SONS

-F U R N IT U R E -

THE ENTERPRISE

■3K MARBLE MS*
Granite Works.

The Collegeville Furniture Store

R A M BO H O U SE ,

THE BEST HARNESS

Patents

Scientific American.

MUNN & CO

New York

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

Undertaker **Embalmer

Cupid and
Conversation.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

selfish reasons by the Democrats in Congress
that the President declared the mongrel
legislation to represent “ perfidy and dis
honor,” and refused to approve the GormanPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
Wilson bill, which became a law without his
signature.
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.

The Independent
.

' " ' '. .

■ • ', V

. ' ..X

^ t' ■y ’ ■■ • --y

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.

T he first message of William Howard

FLAG NEAR
SOUTH POLE
British Goiors Raised ill Miles
From There.

ANNUAL

O P E N IN G
03?

LADIES’ SPRING and SUMMER U

Taft to the Congress of the United States
created quite a sensation in that august body.
Tailored Suits, Separate Skirts
Thursday, March 25, 1909.
This m essage of exactly five paragraphs is
considered a specimen of terse, simple
and Waists,
F rom the Providence Journal: The pro English and delighted every member of Con
tected industries the country over continue g ress regardless of party affiliation. The The Expedition Was Undertaken More
to give a fine demonstration of organized message is generally regarded as most signifi
For Geographical Purposes Than to
cant
of
the
new
order
of
things
at
Washing
Reach the Pole—Motor Car Used
greed.
by Intrepid Explorers.
ton and gave satisfaction in both houses.
M ARCH 25, 2 6 A N D 27.
Woodrow Wilson, president of Prince
London, March 24.—The polar re
gions are gradually yielding up their
ton University,, told a St. Louis audience that
Officials at the Treasury Department secrets
to human perseverance and
in American cities “the people do not rule.” maintain that the condition of the Treasury determination, Lieutenant Ernest H.
And Woodrow is about two-thirds right.
You are cordially invited to see the latest in
does not justify the disturbing reports which Shackleton, of the British navy, who
left his permanent quarters last au
have gained currency, and that the outlook is tumn for a dash to the pole, having
Spring and Summer attire.
succeeded, after an arduous sledge
United States S enator Oliver re better to-day than it has been before in journey
of 1718 miles, which occu
ceived bis commission for the unexpired term months. The A ssistant Secretary of the pied 126 days, in reaching within 111
of Philander C. Knox, on Wednesday of last Treasury has authorized a statem ent to be miles of the South Pole, or 364 miles
than the point attained by the
made giving figures to show a noticeable im nearer
week.
“discovery expedition," of which he
provement so far as government receipts are was an officer.
As the expedition to the south was
T he Payne tariff bill is now engaging the concerned, and stating, among other things, undertaken
rather for the purposes of
attention of Congress in special fession. In “that the department is abreast of demands geographical survey than with the
of reaching the pole itself, it
some respects at least the measure favors the upon it in honoring requisitions, and no Idea
may be said to have succeeded beyond
revision of the Dingley tariff law in a way necessary payments are postponed for future the most sanguine expectations. N O R R IS T O W N . PA
Profiting by former experiences in
that promises substantial reductions, and it action.”
the Antarctic regions, when all the
is certain to invite the vigorous opposition of
dogs succumbed to the strain and
of the climate, Lieutenant
some of those who have been profiting as
Secretary M eyer of the Navy;Depart- rigors
[pgr Fall and Winter HATS
Shackleton made some departures
sucklings.
ment, and representatives of *the National from the usual preparations for a
A N D C A P S.
E lectric Signaling Company of Pittsburg, journey across the snow and ice. He
#
took with him a motor car, which could
NOBBY
CAPS
in
all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton StylesT he State Department of Forestry esti have reached an greem ent whereby the naval bet converted into a sledge, and sub
25 and 50 Centsi.
mates that, if the present rate of cutting is establishm ent is to be furnished, under con stituted ponies and dogs and light
woolen clothing for heavy furs.
maintained, the State’s merchantable timber tract, with a wireless apparatus which will
The main expedition, of which Lieu
will have been exhausted in eight-years. A transm it m essages for a distance of 3,000 tenant Shackleton was in command,
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores
reached latitude 88.23, longitude 162
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
bill introduced in the Legislature gives the miles, day or night, and two ships are to be east, while a second party pushed for
State Department of Forestry authority to furnished with similar apparatus, capable of ward to the southern magnetic pole,
latitude 72.25, longtitude 154
make and enforce reasonable rules and to sending messages for a distance of 1,000 reaching
east. The British flag was left flying
issu e permits governing the cutting and re miles. By such an arrangement the depart at both points.
38 H . Main Street, Norristow n, F a .
The main expedition started on a 10-11.
moval of timber, and it is a bill that should ment will be enabled to communicate with its sledge
journey, which occupied 126
v essels practically across the Atlantic ocean, days, and traversed 1708 miles south
be prom ptly enacted.
HEN YOIJ WANT TO BDY
OR NEEL REAL ESTATE
and if successful, will mark one of the wards. At the point where the expedi
tion was compelled to turn back the
it
is
an
easy matter to inquire of ns and
On Friday, by a vote of 157 to 122 the greatest achievements in naval practice.
land was 9000 feet in altitude, trend
we will certainly be pleased to give vour
ing southward in a vast field of snow,
Is the foundation of success and suc inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
House of Commons of England passed the
succeed in doing business with, you the
no mountains being in sight.
cess makes for contentment,. The loss is ours, not yours.
second reading of the bill giving every man WOMAN SU FFR A G ISTS ASK SU PPO R T.
A second party pushed forward to
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
the southern magnetic pole. The as
smallest measure of success is always
and woman a vote, the only provisos being
It is about a quarter of a ceDtury since the woman cent of Mount Erebus was accomplish
39 E. Main Street,
preferable to no success, and a small
that they shall be 21 years of age and shall suffragists of this country appealed to Congress by ed with difficulty, and geological dis
Norristown, Pa.
beginning
have resided three months in the constitu means of a petition. During the past two or three coveries of great importance were
made. The results attained have,
ency. As this bill was introduced by a pri years the change which has come in the attitude of thrown much light on the past history
great numbers of people toward the question, of
of the Antarctic continent. The expe i i s r s ^ j v i i s r a - s
vate member and as it has not received the woman’s enfranchisement is almost immeasurable.’' "
dition suffered no loss of life.
“ blessing” of the Cabinet, there is no chance
Is one step in a safe direction.
The quiet woman who, years ago, felt that her in
of its becoming law during the present fluence was paramount within the home, and that “ the
3 PER CENT, paid en Time De
SLAIN ON EVE OF WEDDING
session. Woman suffrage is well on the way home” was bounded by four'walls,vhas discovered that
posits,
the home conditions in which her family grow up are Rival and Brother Arrested For Coldin England.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts

WAS AN ARDUOUS JOURNEY

THURSDAY, FRIDAY - SATURDAY

3$rendlitiger's

Soft and Stiff HatSj Latest Styles to$$3.oo

Tracey, : the Hatter,

T H R IF T

W

IT’S EASY TO
LOSE MONEY

T he bill introduced in the Legislature
providing for the payment by the State of one
dollar per day for the treatment of tubercu
lous patients in all incorporated hospitals
suitably equipped for their proper isolation
and care is indorsed as a practical measure
by some eminent sanitarians. To place one
million dollars where the hospitals can earn it,
if they choose to care for and treat consump
tives on the term s proposed, opens the door
for relief, and great good might result. The
plan deserves to be put on trial.
T he seventy-second anniversary of the
birth of Grover Cleveland was appropriately
celebrated in New York Thursday at two dis
tinct functions. President Taft attended
memorial exercises at Carnegie Hall, at which
the principal speeches were delivered by him
self and Chief Justice Fuller. At a meeting
held at the College of the City of New York
addresses were delivered by Senator Root,
Governor Hughes, Judge George Gray, and
others, and a committee named to arrange for
a suitable permanent memorial to Mr. Cleve
land. The address of President Taft was a
true and just testimonial to the strength of
character and great achievements of one of
the best Presidents this country has ever
had.

influenced by politics almost as much as by her own
actions. She has learned that -she cannot hold herself
apart from politics because politics daily enters her
home in the shape of impure air, water and food, and,
just outside her door, politics lies in wait for her boys
in the form of the saloon and the gambling hell and
sets traps for her girls through the work of the White
Slave Trade and a police system suborned by vice. So
quiet women, many of whom have never attended a
woman suffrage meeting in'their lives, are learning the
need of a government which shall no longer be without
the influence of women, and thousands of them now
want “ Votes for Women” as much as do the active
suffrage workers.
The National American Woman Suffrage Associ
ation, in order to crystalize into material form, this
great mass of favorable opinion;among women and the
equally great mass of favorable opinion among men,
and especially among the laboring men of the country,
is circulating the petition to Congress which is ap
pended to this appeal. This petition is being signed
in every State in the Union.
It is the aim of the workers to secure at least a
million signatures, and Pennsylvania, in order to
furnish its fair proportion, must send in 150,000
signers.
Let every man or woman who believes
that women s.hould be lifted out of the political com
pany of idiots and criminals sign .our petition. Let
every parent who believes that mothers ought to share
with the fathers in the control of their children sign
our petition. Let every man who believes that his
mother and wife “ knows enough to vote” sign our
petition. Let all who believe that our Government
ought to be in reality what it now falsely claims to be,
“a government of the people, by the people and for the
people”—sign our petition.
RACHEL FOSTER AVERY,
President Pennsylvania Woman’s Suffrage Association.

PE T IT IO 1ST
TO THE

F rom the New York Tribune: “The
Democratic party in Congress is just as
divided and incapable as is the Democratic
party in the nation. Its statesm en are fatally
prone to look out for their own advantage in
stead, of the party’s. The emblem of the
national organization is a mule. That is good
so far as it goes. But a fitter emblem would
be two mules traveling in opposite direc
tions.” This is rather severe on th e Demo
crats; though the recent attitude of some
Democratic Congressmen with relation to
tariff taxation and plunder affords at least
some excuse for the stricturesof tbeTribune.
I t will be remembered that during Cleve
land’s administration a wise and statesm an
like tariff measure was so emasculated for

SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
TIVES OF THE UNITED STATES.
We, the undersigned citizens of the United States,
over 21 years of age, hereby petition your Honorable
Body to submit to the Legislatures of tbeseveral States
for ratification an amendment to the National Consti
tution which shall enable women to vote.
NAME.
ADDRESS
NAME.
ADDRESS......... ....................... ............................
I n d e p e n d e n t readers who favor Woman Suffrage
are requested by the National American Woman Suf
frage Association to sign the above petition, c u to u t
coupon and mail it to Mrs. Rachel Foster Avery,
Swartbmore, Pa.

Blooded Murder.
if you don’t understand stock manipu
at the
Wilmington, N." C., March 24. — On
lations, and the schemes of promoters.
the eve of his wedding, Jerry Bigford,
Some point to Rockefeller, Mills and
a young white farmer and storekeeper,
others as having made their pile through
was murdered in cold blood near Free
this channel, but
mans. His body was found lying on
What about the thousands of others
the floor of his home near his store,
who have lost their all, through the ad
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
where he lived alone, a shattered win
vice of a promoter, and his tender of a
dow pane giving evidence th at the as
Courteous treatment' to all and
handsomely engraved certificate, repre
sassin had fired upon his victim from
painstaking care in giving patrons
senting an undeveloped property—a
w ithout..
mere hole in the ground.
Cleveland and Stlllmore Russ, two
the best service.
Better err on the side of safety and
brothers, one of whom is said to have
accept 3 per cent, for every day at the
been the victim’s rival for the band of
his bride-to-be, a Miss Squires, have
been arrested.
Bigford and Miss Squires, who lives
in an adjoining county, were to have
Following our usual after-Christmas T h e C om p an y th a t p a y . 3 per
been married Tuesday night.
policy of curtailing our stock of Silver
ce n t. I n te r e st fo r ev ery day
ware preparatory to the new Spring lines
coming
in,
we
have
made
liberal
reduc
th e m on ey is on d e p o sit.
WOMAN ODDLY DROWNED
tions on our heavy plated silverware—
NO RRISTO W N, P I .
Gust of Wind Toppled Her Into Creek the famous Rogers “ 1847” ware that lasts
a life-time. The designs are new and in
as She Drew Water.
Mount Holly, N. J., March 24.-—Go fact in any piece you select you’re getting
ing to the creek to get water, Mrs. a real bargain.
I t might be well to look ahead to Spring
Annie O’Donnell, of New Lisbon, was
lifted off her feet by the high wind weddings and get the gift NOW for less
C o lle g e v ille , Fa.
cost. Included in the special sale are
just as she stooped to fill her pail.
As a result of this peculiar accident Teaspoons, Desert Spoons, and Table
F irst - C lass Bread,
she fell into the water and was drown Spoons, as well as a great many odd
pieces
in
Silver
table
ware.
ed. Her husband, Patrick O’Donnell,
Cakes, Pies,
HT5g*° Beautiful Gifts for All Occasions.
went from the house a few minutes afCandies, Etc.
te’r the woman had gone to the creek
and found her body.
J. D. S A L L A D E *
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
JEWELER,
thankful to the public for patronage re
SUICIDE ON W IFE’S GRAVE
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
16 E. Main Street,
the same.
Despondent Widower Shoots Himself
CH A R LES KIIHNT.
In Newark Graveyard.
*
Opposite Public Square.
Newark, N. J., March 24. — Ludwig
Gerhard, of 620 Marshall street, Eliza
beth, N. J., shot and killed himself on
his wife’s grave in Evergreen ceme
tery here. He had been despondent
over the death of his wife, which oc
curred six months ago.

Heavy Plated Silverware
at Reduced Prices.

P en n T rust Co.

Kuhnt s Bakery,

N O R R IS T O W N .

Automobile Painting Dreers Garde
and Repairing BOOK^or 190$

is now the most valuable guide to the
Aged Veteran Killed by Fist Blow.
growing of vegetables and flowers that
has ever been printed.
Over 100
Hlgginsville, Mo., March 24.—J. R, AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
Special Cultural Articles written ex
McCormick, eighty-three years old, a
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable
pressly for this book by the foremost
veteran of the Mexican and the Civil
prices, including one new surrey.
horticulturists of the day.
Wars, 'died at the Confederate Sol
fF’ben you a rt tn the city call for a toyy—or write
diers’ home as the result of a fist blow
and w t w ill mail it F liE E .
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
by Jim Cummings, a follower of the upward.
Pianos for rent.
Henry A. Dreer
James and the Younger boys in the
714 C hestnut S t., Phlladelph>adays of their maraudings. A coroner’s HENRY YOST, JR , Collegeville, Pa.
Jury held that, as McCormick was the
aggressor, Cummings was blameless.
AVI1> C U L P , J R .
^ i|I L L STOCK OF
Girl Is Stricken Blind In School.
Easton, Pa., March 24. — Mattie
3Iacksmith and H o r s e s h o e r
sours, a twelve-year-old schoolgirl,
t th e old s ta n d on M ain S tre e t,
was strickeh blind in the schoolroom.
styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No tile, n e a r Perkiom en B rid g e All **
She is a daughter of William H. Latest
tions are being closed out at greatly re f b lac k sm ith in g d one. Horseshoeing
10- 1Sours ,and was a bright pupil in the duced prices.
pecialfy.
intermediate school taught by Mrs.
Scott. The child had not been 111, and M rs. F ran ce s B a rre tt’s,
A d v e r tise Y on r S a le s 1® ****
M a i n S t .," N e a r S t a t i o n ,
the parents are at a loss to account
for the misfortune.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. I n d e p e n d e n t.

D

Gents1 Furnishing Goods,

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

THE STATE IS
I Men ’s F urnishing Goods ! 1
SHY MONEY
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADE8 OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLA8
will keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

WIMI. H t7 G I L B E R T ,

MANY MEASURES DOOMED

132 WEST MAIM ST R EET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Defeat Awaits the Soldiers’ Pension
Bill and the New School Code—Lit
tle Hope For Passage of State High
way Act—No. More Liquor Legisla
tion.
By ROBERT HAIGHT.
Having devoted the past week .o
ROYERSPORD, U
P
-A
—
the election of a United States sena
tor and the advancement of bills on
MANUFACTURERS OF
the calendars of both houses, the legis
lature has now begun the work of
putting the final touches on the differ
ent legislation. The election of Mr.
George T. Oliver as the successor of
Philander C. Knox was accomplished
without the semblance of opposition.
He not only received the united sup
Cement Brick, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Fence Posts, Lawn port of his party, but onr all sides it :s
conceded th at he conducted one of the
Yases, Water Troughs, Steps, Sills, Slabs and
most dignified campaigns in the his
tory of the state. While his headquar
Ornamental Stones.
ters were open to visitors at all times
SAND FOR ALL PURPOSES.
there was not the sign of liquor, and
furthermore there was no display or
Re-enforced Silos Built of Concrete Blocks for Same Price buttonholing by corporation influ
ences.
as Wooden Ones.
There is no disposition to extend the
PR IC E L IST i
length of the session, and It Is doubtful
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2 cents per foot.
if the members would agree to any
Water Troughs $1.00 per foot.
SewerPipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
such proposition even on orders from
.4
« 8 “ 12 “ . “ “
Lawn Vases $3.00 each.
the powers-that-be. All hands seem to
H
“ 10 “ 20 “
“ “
Side Walk Slabs, 10 cents per square loot. be thoroughly disgusted with the way
•;
“ 15 “ 40
“ “
things have been run, and it is doubt
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16c. a piece. Door Steps and Sills, 25c. per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $1.60 per barrel ful If there was ever a session In which
“
Brick $6.50 to $12.00 per 1000.
net.
so much dissatisfaction existed. The
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
25 cents a piece.
Circulars Free.
only big legislation that has shown
any signs of Interest is the defeat of
ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED.
Bell 'Phone 4 Y
the local option proposition, and this
is not the most creditable thing in the
or sa le.
world to point to.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
Now th at the time has expired for
sites—all locations, prices and terms.
the presentation of bills the measures
Also a number of houses in Norristown,
now on the calendars are being grad
Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
ually disposed of, and as soon as the
Money to loan on first mortgage.
general appropriation bills are in
shape for presentation within a few
THOS< B. WILSON,
days they will be given the right of
8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.
way. On the subject of appropriations
the legislature finds itself in a per
plexing position. It is estimated that
G O T W A LS & BE Y E R ,
H E N R Y G. F L Y ,
the total amount of available revenue
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)
55 E. Main St
NORRISTOWN, PA. will be about $44,000,000, and the re
quests for charitable institutions and
C R A T E R 8 F O R D , PA.
for other purposes now aggregate $54,$27,590. This does not Include the de
B E E F , VEAL, J A. MOON EV,
partmental demands, which reach up
M IJTTO S,.
ward of $26,000,000, which Is an in
(F O R M E R L Y O F N O R R IS T O W H ,)
crease of about $3,000,000 over two
P O R K , an d
years ago. It has been definitely de
cided that no departmental appropria
a l l b in d s o f
tions will be made for contingent
D r e sse d
funds, all allowances being made for
P o u ltr y .
GRATERFORD, PA.
specific purposes, but as the revenues
Served in .COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
are expected to show a decrease of
Shoeing
of
road
and
track
horses
a
day, Thursday and Saturday.
specialty. First-class new and repair between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000, the
Mail orders promptly attended to.
situation is all the more complicated.
□I pay 7%c. per pound for veal calves and work in all branches of blacksmitbing, at
Even the most ardent advocates of
popular prices.
50c. extra for delivery.
the state highway bill, which provides
Your patronage solicited.
for a highway from Philadelphia to
3-25-3fn.
Pittsburg, have now concluded that,
there is little hope for the passage of
the bill. When this bill was reached
FOR
on the second reading calendar of the
house last week it met with such a
— AND —
storm of opposition as to demonstrate
to its friends that there can be little
hope of its ultimate passage. The at
—GO TO—
tack on the bill was led by “Farm er”
—AT—
Creasy, and he was ably assisted by
Representatives Morrison, Allman and
GRATERFORD.
Fair. The arguments against its pas
sage even on second reading were so
My BOYERTOWN WAGONS have the hitter th at the friends of the measure
QUALITY, STYLE and FINISH that ran to its aid and implored the house
to recommit the bill to the appropria
you get o d a first-class vehicle.
Try Onr C offees,
tions committee, and as this body can
A full line of FINE HAND-MADE not find any money for this purpose
C an n ed G ood s,
HARNESS.
it Is probable that the administration
D ried F r n lts
Anything I don't have I will get at of Governor Stuart will die without
short notice.
having the pet hobby of the executive
a n d C o n fectio n ery .
put into operation.
Come and examine my stock.
A partial compromise on this sub
D. W . KEYSER.
ject has been proposed to the friends
3-25-2m.
of the governor that may result In the
bill being given another slight ray of
Fog Filters In London.
hope. The chief executive does not
“All London public buildings are hesitate to admit that he wants this
COLLEGE V ILLE, P A .
now erected with fog filters,” said an work to be begun during his term of
architect. “They are essential. Lon office, and he feels keenly the affronts
Daily and Sunday Papers.
don’s yellow brown fog, made of the which have been given to It so far. It
smoke of a million soft coal fires, is now proposed to pacify the country
smells of sulphur, irritates eyes and element by forcing to a passage the
throat and causes headache. I t pene Jones bill, which provides that the
trates houses. Waking on a winter state shall assist the townships in
morning, you can't see across your road building. In its present form
bedroom for It. So now all public this bill carries with It an appropria
buildings filter It. The air Is drawn In tion of $3,000,000, but this is to be
POTTSTOW N, P E N N ’A.
one orifice only, and fans h n rl' It amended to $1,000,000 and in that form
against curtains of cotton six Inches presented for passage. In return it is
Manufacturer and Dealer in A ll thick. I t Is forced through these cur
expected th at the country members
tains. I t comes out on the other side will lend their aid to secure an ap
Kinds of AM ERICAN and
for distribution through the various propriation to at least begin the work
FOREIGN
rooms a fairly clean, pure, transparent of surveys for the proposed state high
air. But the white filter curtains! Ev way.
sey day they must be changed. It
Defeat awaits th e . soldiers’ pension
takes only an hour to gray them, and hill should It ever be called up, and
by nightfall they are as black as ink.” the proposed new school code is run
ning a close second in this race. Both
8oottish Impartiality.
of these measures have taken up con
sergeant of highland company siderable time of the committees, par
Also Old Granite Work Cleaned (InColor
which were one or two English) ticularly the latter, and although the
calling the roll:
leaders are free to admit th at they
to Look Like New.
“Angus Mackay!” No reply. (Loud would like to pass some sort of legisla
a t te n t io n
g iv e n t o c le a n in g
er.) “Angus Mackay!” Still no reply. tion to Improve the school condi lens
all k i n d , o n u m e n t s , T a b l e t s , C o p i n g s a n d
(Sotto voce.) “I ken ye’re there. Yer
i how
°®?,etery w o r k n o m a t t e r o f aye a t yer jooty, decent mon, but ye’re of the state, they are unable to r-ach
any sort of an agreement that will
ored
w n , d in g o r h o w b a d ly d is c o lower modest to speak before sae mony even half way satisfy all of the pow
i their
a .r ^ n 466 t o r e s t o r e t h e m t o
the G r a n i t e ^ ^ r t e h t n e s s w i t h o u t i n j u r i n g folk. I see ye fine.” (Marks him down ers. So far as the Philadelphia end
In the roll.)
of the bill Is concerned the most seri
“John Jones!”
ous objections come from the manner
i IQT' The I ndependent ’s eight pages
Squeaky voice replies, “ ’Ere.”
in which the levying and collecting of
L L L V ° - 1 ar,d general news,agriSergeant—Ou, aye, ye’re here or say the school tax is provided for. This
Dotes> shor* s e r ie s and ye’re here, but ye’re sic a muckle leear could be obviated, they say, by allow
K r
? miscellaneous reading I canna believe a word th at comes oot ing the hoard of education to borrow
weekg * QQ°°py every week for 52 o’ yer mooth, sae I’ll jist mark ye doon j money for school purposes, but it is
as absent!”—London Answers.
1 from th e' rest of the state th at the

K EY STO U E

CEM ENT BRICK i T ILE WORKS

Hollow Concrete Building
Blocks,

We have quite a number1
of Inquiries
FOR FARMS !
If you wish to sell send
us word.

F

Blacksmith^ Horseshoer

W AGONS

FRESH GOODS

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

Daniel H.Bartman,

HORACE STORE

H A R N ESS

most potent opposition comes. Besides,
the leaders have about concluded that
with the extraordinary power given
to the school commission by the bill a
powerful political machine could he
fostered by this very commission
However, it Is expected th at an amend
ed bill will be reported to the house
within a few days so as to make the
opposition show its hand, and should
the objections then prove strong
enough it will be »ent back to its
tomb.
The only ripple to disturb the sur
face serenity during the past week
was the resolution presented by Rep
resentative Houck, of Schuylkill coun
ty, asking for a joint committee of
both houses to investigate the affairs
of the Girard estate, which owns con
siderable coal lands not only in this
county but other parts of the state.
The resolution charges the managers
with gross mismanagement, and par
ticularly accuses Its members of being
guilty of nepotism, inasmuch as some
of their relatives are holding down
lucrative positions. The resolution waspromptly referred to the judiciary gsneral committee, of which Representa
tive Moyer, of Lebanon, is chairman,
and the chances are th at it will slum
ber here until the close of the session.
In fact it is admitted by friends of the
sponsor that no effort will be made to
have It reported out.
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THE KIDNAPPERS
UNDER ARREST
Mm and a Woman Captured
In Cleveland.
HAD $9790 IN CURRENCY
When Placed In Custody the Woman
Said: “ I Planned the Whole Thing,
and Thera Will Be Hell In Sharon.”
Police Confident They Have the
Right Parties.

Cleveland, O., March 24.—In the ar
rest here of a man and woman having
$9790 in their possession the police be
lieve they have captured the kidnap
pers of Willie Whitla. In fact the
woman in the case, who Is somewhat
befuddled, admitted th at she had been
responsible for the kidnapping. When
placed in custody at the central police
station, she said to Captain Shattuck:
No More Liquor Legislation.
“I am the one who planned the whole
The liquor interests of the state thing. There will be trouble for me
seem to he well satisfied with the de and hell in Sharon.”
B eneath. the woman’s skirt was
feat of the local option measure, and
while some of those engaged in this found $9790. All of It but $40 was
line of business wanted the enactment bound in packages, with the original
of other legislation at this session, slips placed on the money when Whitla
they found th at they could not look took it from the bank still around it.
Captain Norman Shattnck and De
for any help in this direction from the
organization forces. One bill which tective Frank Wood made the arrests
the brewers and wholesalers were par in the east end of the city. When
ticularly interested In provided for s near the police station the man broke
license which would he state-wide in away from Detective Wood and ran
character. In other words, they wanted towards an alley. The police official
one license to enable them to sell in fired two shots from his revolver into
every county in the state without be the air and the man stopped. The wo
ing forced to take out a new licens1 man made no attem pt to escape.
The woman appears to be well edu
in each county in which they desire to
do business. Another proposed chance cated and is refined in manner. She
•which they warmly advocated wa s says she spent fifteen years of her life
th at changing the day of the uniform in a convent In Pennsylvania, but de
primary election from Saturday un‘i nies that she has ever been in trouble
Tuesday. They argued that as Satur before. Both the man and the woman
day was their best day of the week it deny th at they know the name of each
was a hardship to make them keep other. They admit they are not man
closed for the most preferable tim - and wife. According to the police
of the day. They were afraid to pre they were Intoxicated when placed In
sent this bill, however, as they feared custody. Due to their condition they
th at the dominant organization would were not questioned closely by the
not help them with it and they wou ’ police and were locked In separate
suffer defeat In what Is generally term  cells. Captain Shattuck is said to
have secured his description of the
ed a liquor legislature.
While the. senate has passed the kidnappers from Willie Whitla, and
bill Increasing the salary of future this description led to the arrest.
Willie told Captain Shattuck that
governors of the state from $10,000 to
$15,000 per annum, the house her the woman who kept him a prisoner
placed on the postponed calendar ih > had smallpox scars on her face. The
bills providing for salary increases i ’ woman in custody has such spots on
the office of the auditor general. tj;c her cheeks and appears to have had
smallpox. She is a tall blonde, prob
department of charities and sundry
ably twenty-five years old. She wat
bills which relate to increases In Phi’- dressed In a black silk skirt, a grav
adelphla county. This action was taker,
coat and black hat. The man is dark
because the members realize th at even
and smoothfaced.
should the bills pass they will be ve
Paid $10,000 Ransom.
toed when they reach the governor, on
Little Willie Whitla, wao was kid
account of lack of funds and the fa”
ure to show any necessity for the in napped from school in Sharon last
Thursday, was returned to his father
creases.
A bill to set aside, In part, vaccina at the Hollenden hotel in this city
tion laws has been handed In by Rep on Monday night. In compliance wi;h
resentative Allman, of Juniata. It an agreement th at had been entered
provides that when a school term is into between the kidnapped' hoy’s
opened and no smallpox exists In tlr- father and an agent of the kidnappers
district the school directors may adm't here the boy was placed on a street
unvaednated children. A bill which 1 ■ car on the outskirts of the city and
said to be favored by the state b o a r! started to the hotel. Two boys, G. W .'
of charities has been offered by Rep Ramsey and Edward Mahoney, recog
resentative Kirby, of Allegheny. B ' nized the lad on the car and, taking
its terms county commissioners a r - him in charge, conducted him to his
given entire control of all poor district father, who was in waiting according
affairs, including finances and the a ' to a prearranged plan which he had
ministration of the almshouses an ’ followed at the dictation of the kid
relief. The bill will apply to all coun nappers. The boy wandered about the
ties, repealing all local legislation in hotel lobby unannounced for several
the subject, and will be pushed to tb ' minutes asking bell boys for his father
limit by the officials of the state board . before the latter knew his son was in
The house now has before it the bP. the big foyer. The inoment the anxious
to regulate fishing as prepared by F ’s'i parent heard that a strange boy was In
Commissioner Meehan. It has beer, the hotel sauntering In aimless fashion
amended so as to read that before any he rushe'd across the lobby, grasped
person may be arrested for illegal fish him in his arms and smothered his
ing he must have in his possession face with kisses.
An attem pt had been made to dis
fish under length or out of season.
Claiming that it would have the ef guise the lad. He wore a pair of
smoked glasses and a large tan cap
fect of Increasing the state’s revere
to the extent of about $2,000,000, a hMl which was pulled down over his ears,
was presented by Representative Aic end the father said It would have been
Cord, of Chester, forcing the holder' difficult to have recognized the hoy in
of taxable property to disclose thiir such a garb had he passed him on the
fa c t The bili, which is said to have street.
been drafted by Attorney General
Willie In Perfect Health.
General Todd, provides that the treas
Willie Is in perfect health. He says
urer of every corporation having bonds that he has been well treated, and ever
shall file annually with the state au since his capture has been constantly
thorities a statement under path o' Indoors. He believes he was taken
the holders of its bonds residing wi*’i- from Sharon to Warren and thence to
in the state of Pennsylvania. The of New Castle, Pa. It is his opinion, ex
ficials estimate that hundreds now pressed In a happy schoolboy way, that
holding bonds escape taxation because he was in Ashtabula on Saturday night
at the time his father was to leave his
they cannot be located.
Among the bills favorably reported $10,000 in Flatiron park.
Mr. W hitla said th at he received a
to the house were the ones presented
by Mr. Moyer, of Lebanon, making the letter Monday from the kidnappers at
laws relating to the regulation o? his home ih Sharon, saying that if he
surety companies conform with thos* called at a confectionery store in the
of New York, New Jersey and Ohio. east end of Cleveland he would be
Others provide for instituting branches told how to secure his boy, unharmed
of the state library; making the di and “well fed.”
Shortly afterwards he left Sharon
vulging of trade secrets by stenogra
phers and other persons in a confiden for Cleveland. He was unaccompanied.
tial capacity a misdemeanor; the state He went to a candy store in the east
school appropriation-of $22,000,000. and end. Here he was met by a woman,
the Kiester bill increasing magistrates' { who detailed to him the term s of the
kidnappers. With all the eagerness of
fees.
As the amended Herbst-Shreve sin ! a distracted parent W hitla agreed to
gle board medical examination bill ' them immediately. Half an hour later
does not prove satisfactory to the old \ he returned to the Hollenden hotel and
school doctors another public hearing ! awaited developments.
He admitted th at he had paid $10,- j
will be granted on the measure before
It is reported out. The advocates o” 000 to the woman in the candy store.
allopathy do not want the commission ; The woman did not count the money.
to be equally divided, as the present Mr. Whitla believes the woman was
bill proposes, and amendments will be an Italian, but he refuses to disclose
Inserted providing that not “more than her Identity
five of the eight commissioners shal’ ; As the hour for the child’s return
be representatives of one school.” This ; approached W hitla became nervous.
would give ,+he .allopaths five and th a | He rubbed his hands and silently
homeopaths three members, complete prayed for the quick return of his boy.
Willie Tells His Story.
ly j«morlng the osteopaths and the
“Papa,” said the boy, “I have bean
eclectics.
Mi»«rv riding, been on cars and in a
Harrisburg, Pa.

■ice Dig wmte nouse tn at TOOKea nee ■

hospital. I have been treated nice and
had lots of good things to eat.
“One man, tall and with a black
moustache, came to the school house
and told my teacher that you wanted
me at your office. I went to the buggy
with him. I got In and then he got in.
Then we rode away. On the way down
town he asked me to address a letter
to you. I did this and then dropped it
into a mail box. He was awfully kind:
Abductor Was Good to Him.
“We went from Sharon to Warren.
We had the nicest trip. The man, who
was the same one who brought me to
the car line, was nice to me. He tucked
the robe about my legs and made me
comfortable. It was a nice ride and I
enjoyed it. Gee, he was good.
“When we got to a place the man
said was Warren, the man left the
bugggy in the road. Then we got on
what I think was an electric car. I
(jon’t just remember what It was, but
It was something like a street car. I
don’t know what became of the horse
and buggy. I was sleepy when we got
on the car and I slept much of the
way to the place where we were go
ing.
“When we got to a town that the
man called New vCastle they took me
to a big building and turned me over
to a woman. She was good to me. The
hospital, or whatever the building
was, was a clean place. There was a
man there who I think was a doctor.
He looked like a doctor, because he
had whiskers, short gray whiskers.
“On Saturday night I was taken
away from the hospital and I think we
went to a town called Ashtabula. We
travelled in a buggy and on foot. Early
in the m orring we went back to the
hospital. I heard one of the men say
‘There will be nothing doing tonight, I
guess.’
Told Willie He Was on a Vacation.
“They told me all along that I was
Just on a little vacation. I wasn’t go
ing to be hurt, they told me. So I just
acted nice and had a good time play
ing around the hospital. I knew I
would get back home all right and
just supposed ‘Mr. Jones’ was one of
my friends who was treating me nice
because you wanted him to treat me
that way, papa, dear.”
The boy told the story slowly. At
times he stopped and kissed and
hugged his father. The father sat as
If In a trance. The music of his boy’s
voice seemed to charm him as no
music ever had before. A minute after
the lad finished his narrative and the
detectives were standing around ad
miring him, the father said: "Willie,
I am happier tonight than I ever have
been before in my whole life.”

PREACHER KILLS
FELLOW MINISTER
Shot Dead on Street as .Resell
of Business Quarrel.
Lebanon, Mo., March 24.—Rev. D. I.
Johnson shot and killed Rev. Solomon
Odell, following a quarrel at Russ.
Rev. Johnson is pastor of the Free
Will Baptist church, and the man he
killed was pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church. Johnson surren
dered.
Mr. Johnson is a capitalist as well
as a preacher, and is president of tha
Laclede County Telephone company.
Recently some of the subscribers, In
cluding Mr. Odell, made complaint re
garding the telephone service. To ad
just these differences a conference
was held. A quarrel developed, and
later, meeting Odell, Johnson spoke
again of the trouble. Witnesses say
th at Mr. Odell had an open knife in
his hand when the other preacher ad
dressed him. He closed the knife and
began pulling off his coat. Then Mr.
Johnson drew a revolver and fired at
Odell, who fell mortally wounded.

LOVE’S

VITAL SPOT

Cupid’s Darts Land In Solar Plexus
and Not In the Heart.
Chicago, March 24. — Dr. Sheldon
Leavitt, who has charge of Rev. John
ston Myers’ psycho-therapeutic class,
in his latest lecture informs his stu
dents that Cupid’s darts, contrary to
time-honored notions, do not land in
the heart, but in the solar plexus.
A question raised by a young wo
man at the session led to the following
explanation by the instructor:
“Have you not at times felt a sink
ing, gone feeling about the solar
plexus, particularly so after a disap
pointment in affection? Such a feeling
always is felt in periods of profound
depression, and it shows that the solar
plexus is an emotional center, if not
the actual seat of affection. I might
properly term is the great emotional
center.”
Wealthy Woman Sentenced For T heft
Chicago, March 24.—Mrs. Isaac J.
Newberger, wife of a wealthy mer
chant of this city, was sentenced by
Judge Hume to serve ten days in the
county jail for shoplifting. Mrs. New
berger, through her husband, pleaded
guilty to yielding to some inexplicable
impulse and stealing goods valued at
$50 from a down town department
•tore. It was her first offense.
Shot Himself on Father’s Grave.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., March 24.—Seat
ed upon his father’s grave in the Wy
oming cemetery, A. R. Baldwin, a m er
chant, of Wyoming, shot himself. Ths
Boise of the report in such an un
usually quiet place at once attracted
attention, and the body was quicklj
found.

FARM AND GARDEN

8
FORTUNE CAME IN AUTO.

F a r m arid
Garden
HUSKING FROM THE SHOCK.
Suggestions For Saving Labor and
Quick Work.
F or those who husk out fodder the
accompanying Idea for saving much
stooping and hastening the work of
husking will be a good one to put into
operation. The plan is to use two
sawhorses of a height suitable to the
work in hand or just high enough so
th a t one does not have to stoop over
in husking out the ears as They hang
from the stalks as they lie crossways

STALKS ON SAWHORSES.

on the two sawhorses. The horses
can be made of 2 by 4 and 1 by 6 ma
terial and should not be too heavy, as
it makes hard carrying. Most per
sons will be surprised how much easier
it is to husk shocked fodder this way.
An armful of stalks can be laid across
the sawhorse, and the ears will hang
down, and one can husk nearly as fast
as if he were husking standing corn.
It is of course expected th at the wag
on be driven along so as to be right
a t hand for tossing in the corn as fast
as it is husked. As soon as one arm 
ful is husked out it can be thrown
back and another placed on the horses,
and by working this way more corn
can be husked out and with less effort
than any other way known.
. In connection with this plan here is
another suggestion. Secure two 2 by
4’s about eight feet long, good stock.
Attach these to the bottom of the
wagon box, allowing the ends to ex
tend out on the side of the wagon
from which the corn' is thrown in. The
2 by 4 nearest the rear of the wagon
may be placed so as to just clear the
front of the hind wheel, but in attach
ing the one forward it must be placed
sufficiently back of the front wheel to
allow turning. The 2 by 4’s can gen
erally be attached to the steps of the
wagon by chains or Clamps such as
are used in clamping a colter to the
beam of a walking plow. The pro
truding 2 by 4's, it will be seen, form
a support very similar to th at made

U SH ER WAGON BED.

by the sawhorses, and on this sup
port an armful of fodder can be
thrown and husked out with the same
ease and rapidity that it could be on
the sawhorse. The wagon of course
should always be stopped so th a t it
will be convenient to the shock. This
plan has the advantage of not having
to carry anything from one shock to
another.

TOPICS ON THE SIDE.

A POISON EPISODE.

How One Farm Was Freed From a When a Famous Chemist Was Silenced
In Court by a Judge.
Mortgage by a Wife.
There was a famous poisoning case
“My method of adding to our income
is by keeping an inn for automobile in England many years ago In which
travelers,” a farmer’s wife who recent t-e strong point of the defense was to
ly paid a visit of several weeks to show that the accused, who was an
New York city told the reporter. “Our expert chemist, would not have used a
farm is ten miles away from the near- | poison which could be so easily found
est -railroad station, and it was next j after It had been taken Into the hu
to impossible to get summer boarders, j man system Sir Robert Christeson.
I t was so difficult for me to market 1 professor in Edinburgh university, a
my butter and eggs and chickens that j famous expert on toxicology, whose
works are still standard on that sub
it didn’t seem worth while.
“I used to be always wishing we ject. was put on the r...i;:d to prove
could get nearer the station. It seemed this point. When lie declared that a
to me th at if we could only get where chemist would certainly use some poi
city people would be willing to come son which would leave uo trace, the
in the summer our fortune would be prosecuting attorney asked him If he
made. I have always been a good meant to say that there were such
housekeeper, and my husband is poisons.
known all through our part of the , Sir Robert replied in the affirmative._
country as a good provider. Some peo The prosecutor asked. “Name them!”
ple used to say th at was the reason
“No!” shouted the judge. “I forbid
we never could get rid of the mortgage you to answer that question!”
In spite of the protests of the prose
on the farm.
“The children and I had all but per cutor the judge would not allow the
suaded him to sell out and move to the ! expert publicly to give the name of a
village when our eldest daughter sug- poison which would leave no trace,
gested opening an inn for the automo- j and the question remained unan
bilists, who were continually stopping j swered.
at our place for w ater and other little
Now comes the curious part of the
things. My two daughters set at work story. During the next two years Sir
and brightened up the house and Robert received more than 4,000 let
yards. Then they put out a sign at the ters from all parts of the world ask
crossroads and another on the front ing, begging, offering to buy, the name
gatepost stating th at we were pre- | of the untraeeable poison alluded to in
pared to furnish meals and lodgings his testimony. Many of these he kept
for small parties.
as curiosities, showing them to his
“Then small parties soon began te friends as evidence of the depravity of
come in, and they have been increasing human nature. Some of the excuses
in size and number ever since. At for wanting the name of the poison
first there were only two rooms in were very ingenious. One man was
which we could accommodate those writing a novel based on a poison plot
who wished to remain overnight, but and wanted to make use of the onas my children have married off three traceable poison idea. He did not
more have become available.
want to give the name of the.poison in
“Yes,, both my daughters have mar his book, but Just wanted to have it
ried since we turned our farmhouse by him in case any scientific critic
into an inn four years ago, and during should deny the possibility of such poi
the last year both sons married also. sons. when he could send him the
That leaves me alone with a niece to name in a private letter and quote the
look after the inn, while my husband “distinguished authority” from whom
still devotes himself to the farm.
it came. etc. Several persons profess
“From the first our object in keep ed to be studying chemistry and asked
ing the inn has been to brighten our for the information on the ground of
home and add to the value of the professional courtesy. To all snch Sir
farm. The house is old fashioned, and Robert would send the advice to pur
besides the kitchen there are eight sue their studies and they would soon
rooms. They were very bare when know as much about it as he did.
we began to take in automobilists, but Many offered large sums of money for
now, thanks to. the money that they the secret, usually pretending they
have left with us, there are not many had bet still larger amounts that they
farmhouses in this part of the country could find It out in a given time and
where you would find more books and were willing to share their profits lib
-more comfortable furnishings.
erally with Sir Robert.
“One of the boys took a course at
The thing which most impressed Sir
the agricultural college of Cornell uni Robert was the number of persons all
versity, and the other could have over the world who seemed desirous
done th at also if he hadn’t preferred of possessing the secret of an agent
the Institute of Technology in Bos that would kill, but leave no trace, and
ton. As soon as he finished there last the amazing falsehoods to which they
summer he took a job that was wait would subscribe their names In order
ing for him, and then he got married. to obtain the information. It Is said
His specialty is electricity, arid he that whatever poison Sir Robert had
wired our house and put in electric in mind at the trial he never mention
bells almost two years ago. That is ed it, not even to his classes, so strong
one of the conveniences we would nev ly was he impressed with the danger
er have had if we hadn’t opened the of letting such a thing become matter
inn.
of public knowledge.
“We don’t pretend to give our visit
ors anything fancy to eat—ju st the
Washington’s Spring.
things raised on the farm well cooked
The first thing that greets the eyes
and served. My niece has studied do of a stranger alighting from the train
mestic science, so she knows how to at Cold Spring, a village resting snug
cook by the new methods, while I can ly in the highlands of the Hudson, is
do about as well as the next one with Washington’s spring, inclosed by three
my old recipes.
bowlders In the rough, which, as one
“You mustn’t think we have had approaches, are seen to contain a tiny
things ail our own way. Several farm  pool of spouting water. An inscrip
ers who live near the road have put tion in relief upon the bronze plate
out the inn sign, and some of them announces that “General George Wash
have a good business, but as we be ington, in frequent visits to the Ameri
gan first and have kept our place up can troops encamped near by during
to the standard the visitors have con the war of the Revolution, drank o!
tinued to stop with us instead of go this spring and gave it its name. Cold
ing to neighboring inns. Besides, we spring.”
haven’t tried to change our house very
The encampments referred to were
much, only to freshen it up and make principally upon the famous Constitu
it more comfortable.
tion island, just below, to which was
“I have found th at what folks want attached one end of the great chain
when they come to the country is good which was stretched across the river
country eating. That is what we give to West Point and checked navigation
them at our inn—a plenty of it and by the British warships daring the
with fresh, clean linen and china that Revolution.
is washed and polished until it shines.
We no longer have a mortgage on the
Nietzsche and the Invalid.
farm, and we have money in bank.”
An invalid lady who often met
Nietzsche found him the gentlest, kind
Easily Adjustable Shelves.
est and most sypmathetic of men. He
The illustration shows an excellent “implored her with tears in his eyes
way of supporting shelves. The up not to read his books.” Snch was his
right supports have grooves sawed in knowledge of women that Jk was
them crosswise a t intervals of three- thunderstruck to find shortly after
quarters of an inch to one inch. A ward that the lady at once proceeded
good sized hand rip saw makes these to read them all. He was further
grooves wide enough. A flat strip of stupefied by the discovery that, hav
iron about two Inches wide and just ing read them, she was utterly un
thick enough to fit irito the grooves is moved by the philosopher’s unanswer
able demonstrations that feeble per
sons like herself had no right to live
and th at women were distinguished by
this, that and the other objectionable
attribute. It must have been a blow
to him.—London News.

The largest melon ever grown, so
fa r as can be ascertained, wds raised
last summer by Sikes Young on his
irrigated farm near North Yakima,
Wash. It was four feet long, three
feet through and weighed 196 pounds.
Statistics show that tuberculosis in
animals is on the increase. A recent
estimate, based on the meat inspection
and the .records of the tuberculin test,
shows: Beef cattle affected, 1 per cent;
hogs, 2 per cent; dairy cattle, 10 per
cent. The financial- loss to stockmen
and dairymen because of this disease
is estimated to be fully 114,000,000 per
annum.
About the most dangerous thing
used about the barn is a cheap lan
tern, and the user is not always con
sidered a brave man either.
The new elevators for unloading ear
corn from the wagon are no doubt
many leaps ahead of the scoop shovel,
but where the latter method is used
all the boxes should be supplied with
shoveling boards instead of ordinary
end gates.
The exports of agricultural products
in the fiscal y*ar 1908 were valued at
$1,017,000,000, an amount greater than
for any year except 1907, the reduc
tion of $37,000,000 under th at year be
ing chiefly due to the falling off in
value of cotton exports. The exported bent into a Z shape, but with right an
cotton was valued at $438,000,000, the gles, shown a t the right in the figure.
grain and grain products at $215,000,- One such strip is put into a groove at
000 and the packing house products at each end at the desired height and the
$196,000,000.
shelf laid upon them. This is the
Garden and orchard work can go most satisfactory method of support
right on in the winter as well as in the ing shelves known, inasmuch ais
summer. There -are many little things the shelves are adjustable, the supwhich can be done in the cold months. pdrts, iron strips, can never fall out
Repairing fences and pruning are nev unless the shelf be removed, and it
er out of season.
permits of smaller differences of ad
Buckwheat contains about as much justm ent than any other kind of ad
digestible constituents as corn, but not justable shelf. It is excellent for
so much fat or carbohydrates.
smokehouse, storeroom, workshop,
A Texas stock raiser says cottonseed pantry or cupboard.
meal is not only not unsafe and detri
In average corn the “hundred bush
mental to pigs, as a great'm any farm
ers believe, but is the most appetizing, els a day” husker must husk a row
nutritious and healthful of all feeds between eight and nine miles long
common to this country.
tvery day. and th at is going some.

Her Awful 8in.
A little girl of six once went in great
distress to her mother, saying th at she
had committed a sin which conld nev
er be forgiven and which was too bad
to be repeated. By dint of a little
coaxing she was induced to make a
full confession, which was in this
wise:
“1 felt so sorry for poor Satan and
wanted to give him a little comfort.
So 1 got a glass of cold water and
poured it down a little hole in the
kitchen floor."

Look Into OurWindow Before You Buy
T H E S P R IN G
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T O -D A Y

E N T IR E

D A Y

will be given over to the showing of the new F A D -L -w -. ._w,
the reigning style h it of the age. They are the swagger kind oft
clothes th at look dignified. They are snappy, extra tasty, altogether
genteel and rippingly stylish clothes.
They give you the same quality, style and fit that you usually
pay twice as much for and never fail to give satisfaction. But come
to-day, see for yourself, try on as many coats as your heart desires.
We’ll not urge you to buy either. Look into our windows, especially
decorated with new and original styles for this opening introduction
of Fadclothes.
The show
of the best

$J10, $Jt5 MB $20

S U IT S IN
TOWN.

You couldn’t want better B oys’ Clothing than we offer this Spring, tailored expressly for
boys that are hard on clothes and hard to please, and rest assured that Weitzenkorn’s B oys’ Clothes
are the best money can buy.

BOYS’ SUITS AND REEFERS, $ 1 .9 8 TO $ 1 0 .
WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.
n E K H IO lH E N VALLEY
JT M u tu al F ir e In su r a n c e <’o.
• f M ontgom ery C ounty.

N O N E B E T T E R TH AN
TH E BEST.

Incorporated May 13, 1871.

And They Can Always be Found Here

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

New Fall and Winter
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.

^ SH O E S

Office o f tb e C o m p a n y :

Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen

UOLLEGEVILLK, PA.

didly stocked departments for

A. D. FETTEROLF, 8bcbhtabt.

Men, Women, Boys and Children

H. W. KRATZ, President,

Norristown, Pa.
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
day of each week ; also every evening.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25,
and $1,50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Calf, Vici Kid
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkorn’s. Foremost Shoes, $3.00,
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.

F A R M E R S,

Here is what you need.

Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.2$
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 75c., 98c.,
and $1.25.
Ladies’ Dress Shoes, $1.25, $1.50, all
styles.
Ladies’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.

There is no time like the
Im p o rta n t Notice. “"The “RED CROSS’’ Shoes for Ladies
present to assure yourself of is sold exclusively by us. It bends with the foot. Comfort and wear
good crops for the future, es guaranteed.
pecially as your prosperity is
141 H IG H S T R E E T ,
measured by the crops you pro
PO TTSTO W N.
duce.

W EITZENKORN’S,

HE1F POTTSTOW N’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.

There is only one way to as
sure bounteous crops, and that
is by using sufficient plant food.
If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is tpo expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Iinfield, Montgom
ery County, Pa., and for sale

by
Discourteous.
At a game of “definitions” a discour H . T. HUN NICKER,
teous wag gave just offense once by
Iro n b rid g e,
defining woman as “a creature that
J
.
K
.
CLEMMER
A
SO N,
was made after man and has been a ft
S p rin g M onnt,
er him ever since!”
FR A N K B A B N D T ,
Her Exact Age.
G reen L a n e,
“How old is Belle?”
“Twenty-four her last six birthdays.” HILLEGASS A K R A U SE ,
—Boston Transcript.
P en n sb u rg ,
Benevolent feeling ennobles the most
trifling actions.—Thackeray.
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----- USE CULBERT’S ----

*

DIARRHCEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Bo*.

:

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

» CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

COLLEGEVILLE

Marble and Granite Works,
H. Li. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

P a.

M a in St. Collegeville.

P a.
Pa.
P a.

JOHN H . FA R IN G ER ,
R. D . N o. 2 , N o rristow n , P a .

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis*
ag medium in the middle section of Montgomery
ounty. If you have anything to sell—no matter
rrV>o4-_IF Trrin

now
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fn n.dvnrl.isA in t.Viis natrer.

